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Abstract
Sustainable Molecular Gelators:
Beta-D-Glucoside derived structuring agents and their material application
By
Julian Robert Silverman
Advisor: Dr. George John

Though molecular gelators may by synthesized and formulated into gels
following a variety of methods, it should serve that the most valued methods may utilize
renewable and waste resources and follow sustainable procedures. Molecular gelators are
systems capable of structuring liquids into solid-like materials and they represent a class
of surfactant and amphiphilic materials which posses the capability to be not only useful
in their ability to form gels, but multifunctional in the ability to respond smartly to a
variety of stimuli. Thus there is an interest in the development of sustainable molecular
gelators capable of being applied to applications, which may have been previously linked
to gels, or more interestingly those with which gels have not yet been applied.
The use of naturally occurring starting materials in the form of renewable
resources serves to inspire biomimetic species which allow for the simultaneous
development of materials for applied research, while affording researchers the
opportunity to study the importance of non-covalent intermolecular interaction and their
roles in natural molecules. Deriving these gelators from the basic primary metabolites
may help unveil the nature of these forces in their assembly, and most excitingly their
function.
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In an effort to explore the functionality and utility of biobased gelled
supramolecular systems, two gelators, one primarily structuring organic solvents, and the
other a hydrogelator are discussed from a synthetic point of view and characterized for
their non-covalent interactions. Enzymatic catalysis is performed to afford these species
in high yields, allowing for the eventual potential commercialization of these gelators
through benign means. In addition to the gelator characterization, the resultant composite
gels are studied for their mechanical properties, but of most interest their ability to be
defined as smart materials in their response to shear, heat and light. Lastly these materials
are examined for their application to three different areas of current interest: healthful
edible oil structuring, next-generation gelled fuels, and radiation sensing gels. This study
should serve as a rigorous investigation not only in the sustainable development of
functional value-added chemicals, but their formulation and processing into value-added
materials.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivation
1.0 - Introduction
As many events in science often do,
the beginning of industrial organic
chemistry

commenced

with

an

unexpected discovery. When William
Perkins extracted a crystal of mauveine
from a tarry mixture in 1856 it is

Figure 1 – Structures of Mauveine: an assemblage of
rings derived from the byproducts of tar.

doubtful he could see the grand consequences of his find; nonetheless, the impact his
further innovations would come to have would shape elements of humanity, and the
chemistry of the entire planet.1 The industrialization of this liquid color purple, the first
synthetic dye, would come to preface the second industrial revolution and the
development of countless chemical processes which strive to rip apart, combine, and alter
the untold millions of chemical compounds which help makeup our existence. Despite his
ability to create value from a waste byproduct of the oil refinery, the pollution of the river
upon which his dye manufacturing company was set speaks to the easily overlooked
power of chemistry to have significant impacts on the environment around us. It is as if
the first law of thermodynamics is all too often forgotten and we believe ourselves able to
conjure something from nothing, and in the end have it magically disappear.2 It was not
until recently that the effects of our chemistry have begun to invoke a reaction from a
variety of communities and spur the development of sustainable chemistry which should
become the hallmark of this generation and strive to create products and processes for
boundless generations to come.
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These environmentally-minded advances and developments, while still not wholly
popular due to their currently unfavorable economics, may seriously become the focus of
development and innovation as climate change becomes an increasing concern to
communities around the globe.3 While innovators such as William Perkins and the first
companies that would grow to produce synthetic chemicals were previously ignorant of
the impacts of their work, the chemists of today are fully aware that the linearity of early
chemical

thinking

evident

in

unidirectional reaction depictions
must give way to sustainable cyclic
reaction

systems

with

elegant

simplicity set in removing the word

Figure 2 – Progression in understanding reactions and
their complexity, evolving from one directionality to
encompass complex cycles.

waste from our vocabulary.4
By following in the footsteps of these chemical forbearers but keeping in mind the
totality of our actions, it will serve to allow for truly practical and worthwhile
discoveries. In the end, it was truly Perkins’ focus and dedication, which made his find
not completely a feat of luck, and these very skills shall equip the chemists of tomorrow
as they develop solutions to our coming crises. Any determined and rigorous chemist
should be able to step forward the realm of science towards tomorrow. The goal of course
is to make sure there is a tomorrow in which our chemistry may exist.
1.1 - Sustainability
Sustainability is a concept that exists amongst every field but is critically important in
chemistry as it serves to ensure the existence of a livable future tomorrow. Sustainability
is the ability for a system to exist continually in a given environment and is greatly
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dependent on numerous variables including availability of resources and active user
engagement.5 Bridging this somewhat general definition to a more concrete one,
sustainability with regards to the human race would consist of our ability to mediate
social, economic and environmental factors to allow for the long-term (arguably
indefinite) continuation of humanity. Sustainable chemistry exists as these same ideas
applied to chemistry thus collectively referring to both chemical reactions and chemicals,
which serve to allow for the continuation of the natural processes of the planet.
Sustainable chemistry is inherently linked to industrial chemistry as chemical industry
serves to sculpt the planet and drive many social, economic, and environmental processes
as has become increasingly evident in the past half-century.6 Compared to its simple
definition, identifying sustainable chemistry can prove difficult, as there are many
confounding factors that play into whether or not a process or product is indeed
sustainable. This thesis will serve to propose methods for the development of sustainable
chemicals and materials following two current sustainable methodologies: the biorefinery
model and the principles of green chemistry.
While a sustainable focus is beginning to emerge in academia, government, and
industry, it is likely that with the increasing threat of anthropomorphic mediated climate
change the next generation of chemists educated with current fledgling principles and
design rules will grow to generate a wholesome way to think about chemistry and
effectively all changes in matter.7 Sustainability will in the future not be seen as a mere
burden, but as an understandable necessity which will come to encompass a high-level or
next-generation way of engaging with our susceptible environment. One of the first steps
towards a sustainable future is the development of processes which function based on
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renewable resources, which on this planet will come from biological processes, this being
the main tenet of the biorefinery model.8

1.2 - The Biorefinery Model
The biorefinery model or concept aims
to parallel the traditional petroleum
refinery. Both of these models serve to
separate out and process feedstocks of
complex mixtures of chemicals into
fuels, chemicals, and materials, yet the
starting

materials

and

separation

processes are where the two models

Figure 3 – Diagram of different factors at play and
their interplay to create various livable realities.

diverge.9 This factor, which serves to distinguish the variety of biorefineries from the
homogeneous array of petroleum refineries is the first step in differentiating the
development of sustainable chemicals. The use of renewable resources, i.e. biomass,
compared to non-renewable resources, namely petroleum, is a confounding but necessary
factor that sets biorefineries apart. Because of the chemical complexity of biomass as a
feedstock compared to relatively simple oily mixtures of alkanes and aromatics there are
numerous methods for the separation of carbohydrates, proteins, aromatics and fats. The
petroleum refinery, which serves to separate hydrocarbon rich mixtures mainly through
distillation, paved the way for the biorefineries, which are currently growing in size and
capability.9 Biorefineries strive to use thermochemical and biochemical processes to
operate on either a sugar based platform or syngas based platform and are often specific
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to the type of feedstock on which they operate. The variety in composition of biomass
and waste feedstocks such as starchy grains compared to oily pulps serve to influence the
separation processes and much work is being done to develop new methods of isolating
specific valuable chemicals and fuels from biomass.10 Of interest to the organic chemist
are the valuable enzymatic and whole cell biotechnological methods for producing
chemicals and materials, which offer a range of selective and specific methods for
synthesizing natural and artificial substances from a host of starting materials. 11 While
true biorefineries exist on much larger scales than the laboratory bench, as research
strives to develop winning methods to create value-added products, it serves to employ
these same methods in a research setting in an effort to create sustainable technologies
built off of renewable resources that may be eventually scaled up. The biorefinery model
is an attempt to adapt parameters from the chemical industry towards our own research
efforts in an effort to bridge the gap between academic and industrial work. Biorefineries
represent the state of the art technology and widen the scope of traditional organic
chemistry into an interdisciplinary field. Following the biorefinery model will serve to
inspire the next generation of materials to be derived from sustainable renewable
resources and afford a variety of artificial species derived from natural products, which
may serve to elucidate structure-function correlations of specific natural chemicals and
mixtures. The goal of transforming our chemistry to a wholly biobased one does not best
ensure sustainability until it is paired with the principles of green chemistry.12
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Figure 4 – Schematic of the Biorefinery Model and the location of the Biorefinery with respect to Natural,
Societal and Industrial components.

Surely as the fate of the petroleum refinery is written, this era will likely become
that of the biorefinery. Rapid developments seek to create a versatile and interconnected
biorefinery capable of processing almost to all types of feedstocks and through a variety
of sustainable processes to churn out a diverse array of building blocks, fuels, and
perhaps even materials. Crucial to the successful development of these institutions will be
creative design rules set on facilitating effective and green developments.

1.3 - The Principles of Green Chemistry
The principles of green chemistry as outlined
by Anastas and Warner at the tail end of the
twentieth century serve as the foundation for
designing mostly more efficient chemistry.13
The twelve principles strive to highlight
specific areas of concern for the research
chemist, but have been developed alongside
Figure 5 - Principles of Green Chemistry

the principles of green engineering in an effort to broaden the impact of these design
guidelines.14 While a given chemical or synthesis is not inherently sustainable just
because it follows one or more of the principles, it can be seen that the principles
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themselves serve as potential areas of improvement for the variety of chemistries that
already exists. Each of these principles is best applied in the planning stages before
chemistry is performed and, while the outcome of a chemical reaction is rarely certain;
the principles themselves seek to have researchers monitor their efforts both before and
after which may be seen as atypical. One of the principles calls for the use of renewable
resources as feedstocks and biobased materials can be inferred although they are not
explicitly specified.15 In an effort to quantitate from the somewhat subjective
qualifications of certain rules, the principles of green chemistry are often presented with a
series of metrics to assess the green nature of a reaction. Atom economy and E-factor,
two of the more popular metrics, both serve to highlight the conservation of material
versus waste.16 These metrics don’t serve to prove whether or not a system is more or less
sustainable, but it gives the chemist the challenge of analyzing all the elements of a
reaction, which is surely in tune with the development of sustainable chemistry. These
principles have served as guidelines to generate a vast amount of green chemistry that has
fed into most of the chemistry subdisciplines producing journals, conferences, and
research centers.17–19 All the while green chemistry is still seen as an estranged sibling to
many chemists which is perhaps where a focus on sustainable methods compared to
green methods may help foster its continued development. While green chemistry isn’t
necessarily sustainable by coupling it with the biorefinery method, it will serve to
enhance the power of our chemistry and develop benign systems and environments
without sacrificing function.20 In an effort to develop next-generation principles, which
are both more inclusive and inherent in their design, following the biorefinery model can
serve to preclude the necessity of multiple green chemistry principles.
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1.4 - Formulating Sustainable Design Principles
While many green reactions or products may serve to highlight one or two principles of
green chemistry, one of the greatest advantages of following the biorefinery model is that
it serves to preclude the strict following of many of these rules as they are built in to the
sustainable paradigm. Renewable resources, catalysts, safer biocompatible solvents and
more are all functioning components of the biorefinery model and serve to indicate that
the next generation of sustainable chemistry may rely on fewer green principles if they
are already factored in as trusted design elements. The possibility to perform sustainable
reactions grows alongside advances in biotechnology, which allows for simple and more
elegant chemical transformations. It is, truly by pairing green chemical principles with
the biorefinery model, that researchers have begun to develop sustainable alternatives to
the traditional chemistry based off of petroleum byproducts.12,20 One of the supreme
difficulties with the development of novel bioderived fuels and materials is that the
current infrastructure isn’t capable of handling them. Thus, the advances in sustainable
chemistry are met with the harsh reality that the social and environmental factors are
pitted against arguably the weightiest factor: economics.6 While many companies are
including sustainable initiatives in their work, as these entities are driven purely by
profits other aspects of these sustainable products must serve to attract the interest of
commercial stakeholders. One of the ways in which the green products of sustainable
processes will quickly replace existing deleterious systems is by surpassing them with
regards to functionality and performance. In an effort to develop materials which function
with not only added value but multiple functions, the chemistry community has begun to
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create smart materials which strive to function in whole new ways.21–23 The ability to
program functionality into a molecule and have it ‘intelligently’ respond to stimuli means
that this whole new class of materials may serve to illuminate the future. Thus, we can
begin to see several compounding factors which bring themselves into the fray: a desire
for functionality not compromised by the nature of a material, a key aspect of sustainable
materials which often may be seen as secondary to traditional products. The next
generation of smart materials will not have to sacrifice function for a clean slate and these
two factors will serve to describe the molecules and materials in the subsequent study.

1.5 - Biomimetic Design
In using biomass as reagents for advanced materials there can evolve a bridge between
fundamental studies and applied science. Despite our best efforts, many of nature’s
secrets remain unexplained, waiting for us to understand a link between the evolved
structure of nature’s diverse array of molecules and their function. In designing materials
from these molecules, it is possible to study them by exploiting their natural functions,
but also systematically probing them for a mechanistic understanding behind said
function. Biomimeticism, or the study of products and processes which mimic natural
systems, has begun to bring scientists back to understanding how nature works such that
we can step back and truly coexist with our planet.24 Biomimetic systems strive to
harness the power of the sun, or structure materials in superlative ways, all the while
providing a clue to the mysteries that lay currently just beyond our reach. Biomimeticism
provides for us an avenue to use the wealth of biomass with which we may otherwise not
have good use for. However, beyond the creation of products, it provides us innumerable
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ideas for efficient and catalytic processes with which to create these products. All in all
biomimeticism is there to remind scientists and the layperson alike that every
combination of processes in nature is a cycle, which is vastly incongruent with our
current linear perspective.25 By envisioning materials development as cyclic it also serves
to follow the current trend of viewing industries as service organizations rather than
goods producers, as waste is seen as a resource. Biomimeticism links to sustainability in
that nature is inherently sustainable. Thus, in an effort to develop to sustainable products,
functional materials may benefit from being biomimetic in nature.

1.6 - Smart Materials
By definition smart materials are materials that respond to external stimuli and offer up
the possibility that they can be controlled or programmed. These materials typically exist
in a dynamic equilibrium, which may be shifted or altered by heat, shear, or a variety of
other diversely controllable stimuli.26–28 The reversibility of these states is what makes
smart materials ideal for a wide range of applications as advanced functions can be based
around a material property change. Many natural materials are smart, such as the selfassembling tubulin protein which serves to help structure our cells, but also potentially
offer itself to complex processes such as consciousness, making it widely versatile.29,30
As our first generation of tools were simplistic and our current technological devices
exceedingly complex, our materials are beginning to develop beyond the simple plastics
of the mid-century to give back control to the materials scientist, engineers, and the
public alike.
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One of the most fundamental changes in chemistry is the phase change between
solid and liquid.31 While many materials posses the distinct characteristics of one phase it
may be advantageous to spontaneously transform between the two: smart materials offer
this possibility and have become the focus of much research. Specific to this phase
transition, gels, which posses qualities of both solid and liquid, have risen to the forefront
of applied materials research in the efforts to develop advanced smart materials.32

1.7 - Gels
It has been noted by a variety of different minds that gels are often easier to identify than
to define.33 Gels exist in the precarious position between solid and liquid and can be
described as viscoelastic materials consisting of a solvent and colloid. The nature of the
colloid, which is referred to a suspended particle, has become increasingly diverse as
newer gelators, solid colloids capable of gelling liquids, are discovered and designed. The
unique viscoelastic nature stems from the infinite viscosity of a gel, thus donning it the
ability to resist flow and, additionally, elasticity unseen in many solids. Gels can be found
throughout nature, from the gelatinous innards of the aloe vera plant to the jelly-like
cytoskeleton and cytoplasm of cells.30 The diffusivity of these systems along with the
added benefit of being structured make gels wholly interesting materials, which blend
between the two phases. While polymer gels which consist of covalently bonded chains
of molecules have been demonstrated as versatile yet simple systems, another category of
gelators have captured the heart of researchers in an effort to develop smart materials.34
The metastable nature of gels has driven research to find robust alternatives to weak
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unstable systems. Molecular gels, which consist of non-covalently bonded molecules that
self-assemble in solution to thicken and jellify liquids, represent the forefront of pure and
applied research today.33

1.8 - Molecular Gelators

Figure 6 – Self-Assembled Fibrillar Networks comprise the vast majority of molecular gelator structure and are
composed of a hierarchical ordering of gelators highly dependent on the solvent.

Molecular gelators were discovered in the late 1800s but took another century to gain
stead in research.35 Recently, advances in the design and discovery of gelator systems
have led to a wide breadth of molecules not only capable of gelling liquid but also
offering a variety of functionalities based on the molecules (or subunits therein).36 Most
molecular gelators have an amphiphilic structure, which consists of a minimum of two
moieties that capitalize on different non-covalent forces. This juxtaposition of the two
forces serves to allow for self-assembly in solution, the key to the molecular gelators
stacking to form fibrils which grow to entangle and trap the solvent as fibers much like
their sister polymer systems.37 The unidirectional alignment of these gelator systems
solidifies to form these self-assembled fibrillar networks and can be likened to
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crystallization.33 While the term amphiphile is defined as a molecule that possesses
water-loving and water-fearing moieties there is in fact a greater complexity to these
systems. Interestingly, to explain this, you need to look a little further than your kitchen
table. Just as the major constituents of foods are comprised of fats, carbohydrates,
proteins, minerals and to a lesser amount aromatics, each of these materials are governed
primarily by different non-covalent forces. These non-covalent forces, which serve to
enable lower-energy configurations of molecules, are well known to the freshman
chemist, though our control over them has remained elusive until recently. Fats, which
are typically comprised of long alkyl chains are subject to van der Waals forces, which
are a combination of different weaker forces but which serve to congregate alkyl chains
in solution. Strong dipolar forces known as hydrogen-bonding link sugars in
carbohydrates, while slightly weaker forms of these forces are well-known for their
ability to assemble amino acids into proteins of every size, shape, and, arguably, function.
Minerals or salts are mediated by ionic bonds, and, on the other end, aromatics by pi-pi
interactions. Each of these five non-covalent forces may be leveraged to form
amphiphiles simply by the creation of bipolar molecules, which may serve as a more
accurate description of the molecules that assemble. While gelators often consist of two
or more of these components little is known beyond that these systems may be used to
form higher ordered structures.
The work in this thesis will serve to capitalize on the fatty chain stacking of lipid,
and the hydrogen-bonding interactions of sugar systems. A variety of molecular gelators
will be explored and reviewed in chapter 2, but their diversity and variety should not be
underestimated. It is wholly feasible to think that any combination of these moieties
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capable of non-covalent interaction may assemble in the right solvent medium. There is
no doubt that the growing interest in molecular gels and gelators will serve to explore
these, hopefully until a link between structure and function is found.

proteins

Figure 7 - A matrix of bipolar molecules (or amphiphiles) delineated by the non-covalent
forces, which dictate their possible self-assembly.

1.9 - Materials Application
A material without an application is much like a fish out of water. What good are our
novel creations without a use and purpose? Whether developing the right material for an
intended purpose, or crafting novel systems for an unknown one, it can be seen that there
are design rules that lead to inherently advanced materials.38 Furthermore, in the
development of next-generation materials with multifunctional properties, it is wholly
possible that the future of materials will produce systems with qualities unforeseen, such
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as metamaterials which are materials with properties not found in nature.39 Regardless, in
the development of environmentally equitable materials, function should not be sacrificed
at the expense of sustainability, thus necessitating the creation of versatile and valueadded products.
Current attempts to link structure and function may prove elusive but, in
developing systems from functional components, it is possible to create multifunctional
composite materials. The molecules described herein can be viewed as three subunit
biocomponents, each used for a specific function. The fatty acid and glucose moieties
serve to capitalize on their aforementioned non-covalent intermolecular forces to
aggregate the molecules in a given solvent, and the added phenol-derived moiety packs
its functional punch with a use depending on its inherent chemical or bioactivity.
Effectively, these materials serve to capitalize on nature’s programmed functions that get
enhanced these materials are incorporated into soft materials, which once again benefit
from both the properties of solids and liquids. The advantage of developing systems such
as these is that they may be generalized to allow for the development of systems with
functions as diverse as the molecules that may be conjugated to the alkyl glucoside core.
This is where bioderived systems may inspire a rich array of materials with unlimited
applications.

1.10 - Perspectives: Spotlight on Applications
While not the focus of this thesis, as each of the gelator molecules that constitute the
resultant gels has a specific proof of concept application, it thus seems fit to provide an
introduction into the fields in which these materials are applied. This may serve to better
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help the reader understand the importance of the potential impact of these gels, as well as
expound the wide reaching nature a simple set of methods may have when they are used
in an general fashion. Each of these three applications - edible oil structuring, nextgeneration fuels, and radiation responsive materials - represents a vastly different use for
these systems, which are seemingly not too different in structure. Nonetheless, each of
these three fields may benefit greatly from the development of applied sustainable
materials as they currently suffer from a lack of environmentally friendly alternatives.
These introductions should not present themselves as exhaustive, as you may turn to the
cited literature for that, but rather as a brief to help appreciate the application of science
in material development.

1.10 .1 - Perspective: Oil Structuring Agents
The invention of margarine, with its pearly sheen and artificial yellow color, was just the
beginning in many attempts to make a better butter.40 While health experts previously
focus on the fatty composition of the mouth-watering emulsion, food scientists, product
engineers, and the head of the household have held out for less caloric and less fatty
edible options. Despite many great attempts, products like Olestra and trans-fats used to
structure and flavor food products have revealed their true nature due to properties such
as their intermittent lipophilicity and poor healthfulness.41,42
Due to the heart risks associated with trans-fats, the hydrogenation of fats and
oils, notably the widely versatile palm oil, has left a void for the development of healthful
structuring agents.43 Molecular gelators present themselves as interesting alternatives as
they may be readily derived from molecules already being consumed as food or ones
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generally regarded as safe (GRAS), and used in sparing concentrations allowing for
higher contents of water or heart healthy oil compared to saturated fats. Even though the
tables are beginning to turn on the role of saturated fats in healthy diets, gel structuring of
oil nonetheless presents itself as a viable alternative to these options.44 Tunable systems
that step beyond the simple gelatinous solids like margarine may be prime for use in
areas such as molecular gastronomy, allowing chefs and researchers to work in concert
and develop stimuli-responsive creations to delight the palate.45 While there have been
many attempts to structure edible oil, like those previously in the John’s lab, the healthful
nature of the reagents used in chapter 3 shall serve to inspire multifunctional oil
structuring agents for edible application combined with modern processing methods for a
wholesome combination of chemistry and engineering solutions for tomorrow.46–48

1.10.2 - Perspective: Next-Generation Fuels
Of all the anthropogenic chemistries that take place on a day-to-day basis, it might be
said that the combustion of fuels is of the utmost importance. The oxidation of alkyl
chains has proven an incredibly useful, though an environmentally damaging reaction as
humans continue to increase the output of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, into the
atmosphere and subsequently reduce the amount of plants which convert this gas into our
chemical fuel, oxygen.49 Fuel combustion is not only a problem in this manner, but fuels
themselves present as natural but also incompatible with biological life. The hydrophobic
nature of fuels is obvious to even the most inexperienced individuals in chemistry,
following the idea that oil and water do not mix. The alkyl chains and aromatic
structures, which again serve to capitalize not on water’s hydrogen-bonding, have a low
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polarity, which makes them immiscible with water. Despite our knowledge of these
systems’ incompatibility with biological systems, by accident, we continue to introduce
these into aquatic and land environments all too often in the form of gas and oil spills.50
These events, which have gained public attention following the mass horrors of the
Exxon Valdez and Deepwater Horizon spills have yet to curb our poor handling of these
chemicals.51,52 In fact, one might cite their being relatively simple mixture to be part of
the problem. However, although while unrefined they contain a mixture of chemicals
(much like most things in this world), by refining these systems into pure fraction, one is
inherently increasing their toxicity as “the dose is the poison” and, the more pure a
system, the more the potential for a higher effective dose.53 It would be disingenuous not
to reference the wealth of work being done by countless researchers to develop
alternatives to hydrocarbon fuel sources, but, even with the development of a functional
solar-based system due to the vast infrastructure, it will undoubtedly take many decades
before fossil fuels are phased out of human use.54 Thus it can be seen that a variety of
alternatives are needed now for the safe use of hydrophobic fuels, and it is comforting to
note that in an effort to address the first concern biofuels have arisen to the challenge.55
These systems, not only derived from natural resources but also potentially from waste,
serve to present themselves as our first sustainable option to move from the past towards
a sustainable future. Chemically, similar to fully deoxygenated fossil fuels, biofuels can
be used neat or in a blended form easing the slow transition away from petroleum-based
fuels. Furthermore, in an effort to develop systems that do not spill, an unavoidable
property of liquids, gels present themselves as an curious alternative.56
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1.10.3 - Perspective: Radiation Responsive Hydrogelators
The use of radioactive species in a variety of applications has expanded greatly over the
past century corresponding to our increased understanding of handling and safety.57 It
need not be stated that, put to the wrong usage, radioactive materials possess the power to
produce great tragedy; however, in the right hands, their unique radiation of predictable
and controllable amounts of particles or energy may be harnessed to fit a variety of needs.
Nonetheless, radiolabeled particles have been making advances in imaging, diagnostics,
and therapeutics in a range of diseases and are here to stay.58,59 Thus, in a continued effort
to develop safe ways in which to work with radioisotopes, sensors and detectors may be
used to clue humans into the presence and concentration of radioactive species. Unique in
their ability to sense the presence of radioactive energy and particles, radiation
scintillators may prove as interest small molecules that are up to this task of forming
radiation responsive materials development.60 While a wide variety of inorganic materials
are often used in systems such as photomultiplier tubes, organic molecules once again
offer themselves as components in flexible soft materials, which may be valuable when
being used in biomedical applications.
Ideal in the development of any system is an elegant simplicity; this means the
ability to function as well as complex systems but without as many components or parts.
Functional gels, comprised largely benign solvent and sparingly gelator, may exhibit
multifunctionality to afford such systems. By pairing the structuring capability of
traditional gelators with the stimuli-responsive fluorescence of scintillators, it is wholly
possible to develop radiation-responsive molecular gels for such application.61
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1.11 - Education and Outreach
Last but definitely not least, it is of the utmost importance to talk about chemistry and its
education. Both in the context of sustainability and materials design, education is what
will not only serve to validate our research and findings, but make sure that it helps
bridge the gap between developments today and a livable future tomorrow. Education,
much like many other fields, is experiencing a renaissance with the advent of the
Internet.62 The fundamentals of how science is taught are being rewritten with tools that
link teacher and student with the promise of unprecedented access to knowledge and
increasingly faster development. Lucky for the sustainable chemist, these tools allow for
the real-time assessment of chemical systems making sustainability no longer a dream
and, furthermore, many sustainable chemists note the import of education, making it a
priority and large component of their work.63,64 It is thus wholly important that
knowledgeable researchers educate students on sustainability and foster their interest in
sustainable

developments,

while

making sure that their educational
methods are sustainable such that they
can be seen to practice what they
preach.65
Despite the university system
being known for teaching, the grandest
institutions

are

truly

focused

on

research as their highest priority. As an
ever-increasing amount of literature is

Figure 8 – Typical sophomore organic chemistry
synthesis and a proposed green chemistry alternative.
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published each year, the researcher must wonder about the impact and relevance of their
work. A simple journal style publication is bound to only reach a select group, while the
knowledge contained within could definitely serve a wider audience. Education thus can
exist not only to provide the teacher with a confirmation that they truly understand a
subject, but by inspiring students it serves to give the material new life. It is common that
the research- and teaching-minded work side by side in a university setting, but rare is the
collaboration between the two to provide relevant and fresh material for students. All too
common, lectures and laboratories are bogging down students with outdated materials
and techniques, which inevitably serves to slow the progress of knowledge. For this
reason and many more, education must come to be seen as a fundamental component of
the researcher’s efforts. This will serve not merely to benefit the student, but the teacher
as well.
Developments in lectures may often come quicker than those in laboratories in
part due to the time necessary to test and reproduce methods for experimentation. There
thus needs to be a reputable way in which new experiments, preferably those
complimenting current advances in research, are developed to strengthen the educational
process. Alongside educational developments such as the organization of guided-inquiry
experiments, educational researchers seek to bridge the gap between teaching and
research to allow more students to become true scholars.66 Combined with ever
increasing reach of technology, pedagogical changes have the ability to spread rapidly
and affect a wide range of students. Unlike many courses in the humanities, which may
be well served by pure online courses, many of the physical sciences require a brick and
mortar location in which students can work on technical experimental skills. Just as these
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skills have always been seen as crucial to a scientist’s complete development, it serves
that in the future skills that enable a keen eye towards sustainability will be highly
valued. While the focus of this thesis is to step forward the progress of science, just as it
serves to work through a lens of sustainability, it also seeks to enable and provide for
educational advancements. It should prove that one day an open access, sustainable
environment serves as the best ‘reaction vessel’ for students and teachers (arguably
ongoing students) alike.

1.12 - Objectives and Approach
It can thus be seen that there is a demand not only
for

functional

materials,

but,

specifically,

materials derived sustainably from renewable
resources in an effort to provide systems for a
livable future. The work described herein serves
to offer one multivariate answer to the question

Figure 9 - Structure of gelators focused on
in this thesis: each section distinct in its
structure and function

“how can one design sustainable materials?” with
the systematic study of several molecules and their composite gels. Though this question
may seem vague, it will allow for a breadth and creativity that will push a variety of
disciplines forward. This work seeks to explore what it means to develop sustainable
chemical syntheses, but, just as importantly, a sustainable chemical product. It seeks to
suggest that the concept of waste is not a natural one, and in fact the by-product or waste
of one reaction is best used as the reactant of another. The work resides on the precipice
of chemistry and chemical engineering, as nanotechnology and materials science can no
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longer be truly successful and impactful if confined to one discipline. The development
of such materials is best studied under the eye of an engineer and thus the principles of
green engineering may also be accessed to answer the above question. From the study of
value-added materials they should serve as next-generation solutions to the problems of
today.
The rationale behind the selection of the reagents in the following chapters comes
from the previous success of work performed in the John’s lab, and the noted success and
versatility of such systems.67 Molecular gelators truly can offer themselves as functional
and sustainable alternatives, and while β-D-glucoside derivatives are the focus of this
work, these methods may serve as a general approach to the design of sustainable
materials. The studies serve to represent a thorough study of the synthesis and
characterization of the gelators, and, subsequently, the characterization and application of
the composite gels.
Just as Perkins had little idea what his work would evolve into, the development
of these gelators led towards a series of applications unforeseen at the beginning of their
creation. While it’s not feasible to think that a company could be based on this type of
research and development, it served for a wholly rich and worthwhile research
experience. This work, at its least, bore into this world several novel molecules (and
countless less documented ones) but, at the most, may serve to help inspire a future in
which our control over functional materials precludes their uses’ control over our fate.
Now, before we delve into the bulk of the research, it is of the utmost importance
to prime ourselves for the understanding of this work with a thorough review of the
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literature. This will provide the common ground with which the work described in
chapter three through six can be best understood.
Chapter 2: Survey of Research
2.0 - Introduction
The wealth of material published on molecular gelators is constantly growing.
Due to the fact that these gelators are used to form composite gel materials, the nature of
characterization and application links traditional chemical synthesis with applied
engineering. This makes research collaborations in these fields wholly interdisciplinary in
nature. Beyond focusing on papers detailing research on molecular gelators in an effort to
derive these systems from renewable resources, the work described herein draws heavily
from engineered biotechnological systems and studies focused on the application of
precursor molecules. The breadth of work from varied journals summarized in this
chapter should serve to highlight the expanse of the search when looking for inspiration
for value-added systems. While high-impact and well-known journals often contain
complete documentations of gelator systems, lesser-known publications such as trade
magazines and professional development materials have proven crucial in developing a
strong understanding of the potential use of these molecules. Surely, by accessing a wide
range of materials for problem solving and inspiration, our research can truly benefit
from the hard work being done around the world.

2.1 - Sustainable Chemistry
In an effort to develop value-added materials from renewable resources, there
have been many attempts to describe useful starting materials and elegant
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transformations, which may serve in sustainable chemistry applications. In their review,
Vemula and John describe a variety of works that have focused on replacing oil and oilbased resources mainly using biotechnological methods.68,69 Specifically focusing on the
development of amphiphiles from cashew nut shell liquid (a waste by-product of the
cashew industry), this review describes a phenolic lipid-comprised resin that may be
modified to afford functional materials. The main component of this liquid is a series of
saturated and unsaturated meta-substituted phenols, which are collectively referred to as
cardanol. The other focus of their work is sugar-derived molecules, including
amphiphiles from cardanol-glucose derived substituents, which are shown to selfassemble in solution depending on the degree of unsaturation. Furthering the idea that
materials may be derived from renewable resources, these works provide a stepping-stone
for the continued use of renewable resources in materials development.
Following in the same vain, Vennestrøm et al. have discussed the importance of
societies to step beyond petrochemicals and begin the effort to develop the renewable
chemicals industry.70 It is argued that, since it takes millions of years for organic matter
to be compressed and deoxygenized into petroleum based reserves, our current usage
rates of these materials will inevitably surpass their renewability. Hence, it should seem
logical to switch to systems that are renewable on human timescales, namely those based
on biomass. Key to this argument is the necessity for rapid growth in the biobased
economy due in part due to the lower energy composition of oxygenated biomass. It
should be noted that this is focused on the combustion of biomass, where as currently
technologies hope to eclipse this problem by developing sunlight fueled energy systems.
One forecasted development suggests reaction streams from specific carbon allotments of
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biomass. For example, molecules containing between two and six carbon atoms with a
variety of other potential elements (mostly hydrogen and oxygen) are to be used as
building blocks towards the synthesis of known upstream chemicals.71 This can be seen
in the development of feedstocks for biorefineries such as corn, which may be processed
into ethanol. Thus specific chemicals will serve to become valuable starting materials,
and a diverse array of reactions will operate to modify these base chemicals into a variety
of products for arguably any use. In short, the divergence from fossil-based fuels is still
far off, but efforts towards this move have already begun.
Without elegant and trustworthy chemical and biochemical transformations, the
variety of renewable resource based materials would never make it out of the gate.
Following the biorefinery model, much work has been done to progress these
transformations forward using novel biomimetic methods. Biotransformations have been
of increasing interest to chemists in the past few decades partly due to their selectivity,
and benign reaction conditions. While it is arguable that an enzyme can be developed to
progress virtually any reaction, the place to begin (as protein engineering is no easy task)
is with natural enzymes in natural products. Wenda et al. discusses the future of green
chemistry with the inclusion of industrial biotechnology.72 With an increased focus on
chirality and functionality, specifically in high purity contexts such as the pharmaceutical
industry, enzymes present themselves as non-toxic catalysis, which can also affect a
decrease in waste production. The use of enzymes in late stage transformations is known
as a soft chemical technique that provides for slight modifications of large chemical
structures, which is something often out of the reach of harsher chemical methods. Of the
utmost importance here is that enzymes typically run in water, which is one of the
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ultimate green solvents. While treating water is a problem that is also tackled by the
materials chemist, the switch from organic to aqueous solvents may provide for safer
working environments, especially at large industrial scales. Now biocatalysis is not
limited to that of the enzyme alone. Biocatalysis also entails the use of whole cell
technology to produce a variety of chemicals from any carbon-based source that the
organism deems as food. With the advent of genetic engineering, advances in both
enzyme, and whole cell technology processes have grown to develop diverse chemical
reactions such as the detailed transformation of m-cresol propene to (-)-menthol.73
The work being done to develop green chemistry has attracted a wealth of
researchers who are dedicated ‘green chemists’. When these researchers band together
with the process engineers and farmers of the world, the ties that bind them will help
create a truly sustainable way to produce chemicals, materials, and fuels.
2.2 - Enzymatic Catalysis
While enzymatic catalysis is used as a tool in sustainable chemistry, it is also a
burgeoning area of research that is focused on the complex structure and function of
polypeptide chains. Just as many organic chemists focus almost exclusively on the
transformation of the reactant to the product, and little on the reagent and the products
themselves, those focused on enzymatic catalysis are concerned with the process therein.
Materials chemists who then take these products and engineer them towards diverse
functional applications with their expertise may easily leverage these developments.
Though water may be seen as an ultimately green solvent, the use of any solvent
is arguably unnecessary.74 Though the use of a medium to distribute molecules is wholly
necessary (with the exception of recent developments in topochemistry, a form a host-
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guest chemistry), utilizing the reactants as a distribution medium serves not only to
remove the vast majority of the system’s components, but a large percentage of the waste
from chemical reactions. Ye and Hayes describe the lipase catalyzed synthesis of
saccharide fatty acid esters (SAFEs) using solvent free suspensions in an effort to
engineer these reaction to produce the maximum amount of SAFE product with minimal
inputs.75 Partly due to the unique requirements of the system and the properties of the
surfactant products, the elimination of the solvent was not seen to mitigate yields. The
lipase enzyme (Novozymes 435) was the same one used in our studies (Chapter 3-5), and
serves as a versatile catalyst for the conjugation of primary alcohols and carboxylic acids.
Mimicking larger industrial processes, the stirred tank bio-reaction is essentially a large
batch process in which the reagents are added, stirred until completion and then removed.
It was noted that a small amount of the product, when added at the beginning of the
reaction, serves to help solubilize the sugar starting material and allows for a faster
reaction to occur. Typically in these systems, solubility of the reagents is of the utmost
importance and is a unique way to avoid the insolubility of the starting materials.
Effectively this can be seen as running the enzyme in an organic solvent, a technique that
was surprising at first, but is now often used for the synthesis of a wide array of
materials.
Of interest to the process chemist and enzyme specialist are the subtle conditions
of the enzyme during the reaction. Just as the polarity of the solvent dictates the forward
or reverse action of the catalyst, water plays an important role in enzymatic activity,
especially in organic solvent. Gumel et al. discuss this in addition to the versatility of
enzymes in SAFE synthesis.76
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For several decades, researchers have exploited the ability to reverse an enzyme’s
activity by placing it in a non-aqueous media.77 This provides for the increased solubility
of non-polar starting materials, which in the synthesis of SAFEs, allows for the
dissolution of fatty acids. As has been the case with the optimization of these reactions,
the combination of polar sugars and non-polar acyl donors begs for a medium-polarity
solvent, often butanols or acetone.78 The nature of the enzyme in these media has been
well studied, and these systems serve to provide high yields and easy workup
procedures.79 As the inclusion of water, common in technical grade solvents, serves to
promote a back-reaction disfavoring product formation, extra-dry solvents are typically
used in these reactions. With this said, a small hydration layer that is crucial to the
functionality of the enzyme has been discovered; it presumably dictates the conformation
and activity of the enzyme. Furthermore, despite the somewhat universal temperature of
37°C being typical of these reactions, temperature increases up to the point at which the
enzyme denatures has been seen to enhance yields.80 Typically a moderate heat (50°C) is
applied for maximum yields, which still allows for enzyme recycling. These works have
a wide scope, testing the synthesis of a variety of sugars and acyl donors, and providing
for a great number of conditions to apply to similar systems.81 Works such as these
provide a great head start for the materials chemist whose focus is on application, and not
the simply upfront legwork.
While nature’s vast arrays of molecules are limitless, renewable materials from
biomass have an inherent limit on the economically viable building blocks available to
work with. Just as is the case with sugars and fatty acids, these materials are only so
diverse, and it is inevitable that two research groups should work within the same realm
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on similar projects. The majority of the glucoside derivatives focused on in this project
are novel and have unique applications, yet Ardhaoui et al. have also worked with esculin
alkanoates, as is the focus on Chapter 5.82–84
Similar to our work, this group has capitalized on the variety of glucosides
bearing a free primary hydroxyl group, which makes them prime candidates for reactions
with lipases. They synthesize an array of alkanoates with varying chain length, but with
the alternative focus of studying the activity of the enzyme, rather than gelation
capability. This group, much like ours, has done what comprises the first part of our
studies and was the first to derive esculin alkanoates. As it may seem that without
subsequent studies focusing on activity, many useful molecules are overlooked. It thus
promotes the idea that interdisciplinary work should serve to develop the best materials
for the future, as we can no longer confine ourselves to one discipline or else much is to
be missed.
Lastly, of the utmost importance when working with enzymes is to not merely
think of processes with them as a black box. To better understand the tool we work with
is to better allow us to use them to the best of their potential. Thus as discovered above, it
serves the materials chemists to become the biotechnologist.
Similar to the Novozyme 435 employed in our work, the triacylglycerol lipase’s
catalytic triad functions to combine the two reactant molecules in non-aqueous media. As
detailed by Brady et al.85 this center is formed by that of a serine protease triad, which is
comprised of serine, histidine, and aspartic acid residues. This triad has been found close
to the surface, but is not fully exposed to the solvent. This may provide evidence for the
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importance of the hydration layer previously mentioned, and dictate the enzymes
‘comfort’ in solution.
Lastly, on top of advances in the enzymes themselves there are those that involve
the processing of the enzymes. Batch-based reactions are typical in chemistry, while
more advanced flow based techniques are still taking hold. Beyond allowing for
continuous production, increases in yields and benign reaction conditions have been
detailed by Kundu et al.80 These systems allow for the reduction of reaction times over
several orders of magnitude, making them highly interesting to academics and industry
alike. While these systems are more complex in their set up, they may well represent the
next-generation of reactions.
As can be seen, enzymes are versatile and useful for organic synthesis and
especially so in the synthesis of SAFEs. They represent a diverse array of
macrobiomolecules, which may be leveraged for their benign reaction conditions to
afford a vast array of products. While they may be seen as specific to a certain set of
functional groups, they still prove generally reactive to many variations therein. This
should serve as a strong motivation for the utilization of lipase and other enzymes as the
mediator for reactivity in the synthesis of sustainable gelators, and furthermore, in the
combining of different fields for the development of advanced materials.

2.3 - Sustainable Design Elements
The following nine examples summarize iterative sustainable developments in the John’s
lab, and serve as an inspiration for the research in chapters 3-5.86 Following the principles
of green chemistry, it was arguably difficult to improve upon the reactions described
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below due to the wealth of diverse efforts to incrementally improve upon the products
and processes. This work should indicate the possibility for each and every principle of
green chemistry to be incorporated into materials development, but also spotlight the
important role that the biorefinery model plays in this same task.
As self-assembled systems often consist of at least two components, it is
important to understand the functionality and diversity of each. Before two-phase systems
are discussed, it’s useful to examine a simple one-component system: polymer films.
Polymerized cardanyl acrylate has been explored as a value-added chemical because of
its ability to form two sets of covalent carbon-carbon bonds. The first form via the
acrylate’s vinyl moiety, and the second between cardanol’s cis-unsaturations.87 This was
demonstrated by selectively activating the groups using different initiators. The vinyl
moiety reacts with azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in toluene or through atom transfer
radical polymerization via ethyl-2-bromoisobutyrate.88,89 On the other side of the
molecule, cardanol’s unsaturated side chains self-crosslink after autooxidation in the
presence of air, or exposure to UV light. The first polymerization creates the linear
acrylate-backbone polymer, while the second forms a methanol insoluble transparent
film. Cardanol derived polymers such as the phosphorylated Anorin-38 are used in
surface coatings as alternatives to phenol/formaldehyde resins.90 In both of these
examples, the carbon-carbon bonds impart a structure and rigidity that is permanent with
regards to human timescales, and the films are difficult to degrade because of the strong
covalent bonds.
By introducing taurine into an amphiphilic cardanol system, the nature of the
resultant self-assembled system changes.91 The conditionally essential amino acid taurine
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facilitates a series of equilibrium processes in mammalian development and imparts
similar functionality in micelles, vesicles, and bilayer assemblies of cardanyl tauramide.
In a 5mM molar aqueous solution above the CMC value (1.2 mM), cardanyl tauramide
underwent temperature induced phase transformations between viscous and free-flowing
states. The former was capable of being pulled into thin-strings due to an imparted
elasticity. Here the meta-substituted phenol was hypothesized to promote self-assembly,
aiding cardanol’s unsaturated aliphatic chains through pi stacking and Van der Waals
forces respectively. Despite the cohesive non-covalent bonds allowing for molecular
recognition, this ionic amphiphile system undergoes the rapid exchange of amphiphiles in

Scheme 2.1 - Self-assembled lipidic systems derived in the John's lab. Reprinted with permission from
reference 18.
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solution to generate thermodynamically stable assemblies at varying temperatures.
Similar to homeoviscous alterations in biological lipid systems, cardanyl tauramide
responds to external stimuli including shear forces, and temperature fluctuations, as an
effort to reach a thermodynamic equilibrium. Useful to the materials scientist is the
knowledge that micelles possess distinctly different physical and chemical properties
compared to the vesicles that form in heated solutions at thirty degrees above room
temperature. To confirm the importance of the unsaturations, John et al. synthesized an
all-trans version of the cardanyl tauramide from which no viscous phase formed. To
recreate cardanol’s specific lipid mixture in the lab would have been tedious and costly,
yet by using a naturally occurring mixture, researchers were able to develop highly
functional systems equally capable to synthetic alternatives. Self-assembled systems can
act as reaction centers providing tunable mixing, storage, and release of chemicals. By
switching from synthetic to a naturally occurring reagent, the loss of permanence and
strength is forgotten in lieu of the possibilities that arise in dynamic systems.
Closed-chain sugars are interesting options for an amphiphile’s polar moiety
because of their non-ionic nature. While ionic surfactants such as the ubiquitous sodium
dodecyl sulfate are widely versatile in aqueous solutions, in attempting to assemble
structures in both aqueous and organic liquid systems, sugars present a viable option.
Fittingly, they also reprise their role in nature (creating backbones); however, this time
for self-assembled fibrillar structures in molecular gels. Cardanol glucoside, an 6-Oglucoside of beta-D-glucose and cardanol, forms strong low molecular weight gels when
a 1.0 % weight solution is heated and cooled to room temperature. Interdigitated
hydrophobic lipids congregate behind the sugars, which shield them from the aqueous
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solvent. The cohesive sugar hydrogen bonds, aromatic pi stacking, and aliphatic van der
Waals forces allow for spontaneous assembly in organic and aqueous systems, forming
helical nanofibers or tubes in alcohol-water mixtures, and fibrous bundles in organic
solvents90.

As in reversed micelles, where lipophiles remain on the outside of the

structure, a sugar-lipid system maintains the shielding of the hydrophilic sugar from the
solvent by it’s aliphatic chains, and uses hydrogen bonding to stack into fibres. Upon
further study, by increasing the percentage of monoene cardanol glucoside helices
transformed into tubular structures, the cis kink in the aliphatic chain reveals itself as the
key to controlling resultant structures92. Gels formed from the assembly of cardanol
glucoside may potentially store other functional chemicals, like drugs, physically
sequestering them within tunable channels or the hollow portion of the high-aspect ratio
nanotubes. Despite cardanol’s rapid degradation, the dual lipophilic/phenolic nature that
makes it a highly versatile chemical also prevents it from being biocompatible, though
the incorporation of sugars is a valiant start. By swapping out cardanol’s irritating phenol
for simple biogenic fatty acids, medicinal and environmental applications arise for the
self-assembled networks in solution.
In addition to congregating on their own, self-assembled amphiphile systems
posses the ability to act as templates for other assemblies including nanoparticles.93 By
changing the solvent and the amphiphile, two powerful variables arise that allow for
tunable templates. As self-assembled systems can produce greatly varied structures
depending on the solvent-solute interactions, one could feasibly control the templated
structure’s architecture by changing the amphiphile, the solvent, or both. Furthermore,
because nanoparticles are often synthesized in solution, gels offer interesting template
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arenas to control nanostructure uniformity. As synthesis may require numerous
components to control size, stability, and shape, John et al. thought to combine the
function of several synthetic components into one amphiphile: ascorbic acid stearate94.
While stearic acid is commonly used as an antioxidant to stabilize the surface of
nanoparticle structures and ascorbic acid, by combining the two, the system is simplified.
The amphiphile, capable of employing it’s distinct ends for separate functions, gains the
distinction of template, reducing agent, and stabilizing agent in their synthesis. Employed
in a hydrogel solution ascorbic acid stearate helps afford gold nanoparticles (diameter 1625 nm). Probing the gel structure with electron microscopy revealed it to be unaffected
by nanoparticle synthesis, a desirable situation when looking to manufacture
nanoparticles. The next step is to vary the structure of the self-assembly, and see the
effect on nanoparticle synthesis. Helpfully, the procedure is made easier by the reduction
of elements in the synthesis allowing for a simpler and more elegant experiment.
Depending on the concentration and structure of the acid reacted with amygdalin,
it can lyse into different combination of products. The natural 6-O-β-D-glucobiose is
readily broken down into two β-D-glucose units and either mandelic acid and ammonia,
or benzaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide, under strong or dilute acid conditions
respectively4. While controlling the acid concentration is feasible, enzymes represent a
simple way around the potential evolution of hydrocyanic acid. For this reason, a lipase
solution was used to disassemble and degrade amygdalin laurate fibres capable of gelling
organic and aqueous solutions.67 Fitting was the similar use of biocatalytic enzymes in
preparation of the amphiphiles, thus fully employing two lipases, one to form the ester
bond and the other to break it. As the reactivity of these enzymes depends greatly on the
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nature of the solvent in which it is used, lipase esterification can be promoted in nonaqueous media, while promoting hydrolysis in aqueous solutions. Researchers
demonstrated the conceptual single-step enzyme-triggered drug delivery at physiological
conditions using the hydrophobic drug placeholder curcumin. The lipidic nature of the
gelator is the key to help disperse the curcumin into its self-assembling hydrogel network,
and the biocatalytic ester bond is the key to its release. After a solution of lipase is added,
the curcumin separates out with the regenerated amygdalin and lauric acid. Here, the idea
goes beyond utilizing specific assemblies and employing enzymes to carefully
disassemble them into targeted products. The next step is combining the structurant and
the drug to make them one and the same.
In a recent attempt to combat the cost and time spent developing novel drugs,
researchers have begun to teach old drugs new tricks by developing pro-drug versions of
many bioactive compounds.95 Many attempts to solubilize small hydrophobic molecules
have led to the creation of pro-drugs and amphiphiles capable of aiding in this work.
Acetaminophen, a synthetic aniline derivative widely used for its antipyretic and
analgesic properties, is one of the most popular drugs to combat a fever. Acetaminophen
suberate, a prodrug amphiphile with two separate hydrogen-bonding moieties, was
synthesized and tested for self-assembly. It was demonstrated that by adding a lipase
solution to the gel, the hydrogel assemblies of acetaminophen suberate were easily
broken, and the ester bond was then cleaved to release the drug into solution. Here the
weak non-covalent interactions allow for the easy disruption and mixing of the selfassembled structures, a pre-requisite for the reaction to go from prodrug to drug. After the
lipase cleaves the phenol-ester bond and assembly is no longer possible, suberic acid is
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left to natural bioprocesses, along with the active drug. Researchers took this one step
further, again encapsulating the hydrophobic curcumin to demonstrate the dual release of
acetaminophen, along with a second drug, via a similar mechanism. Here the increased
lipophilicity of the prodrug serves not only to create hierarchical structures, but also aid
in the sequestering of the secondary guest drug until targeted application. The use of
bioderived materials is important here as the entire system is comprised of biocompatible
materials, and materials that undergo chemical conversion in biological systems to afford
further biocompatible materials. While the prodrug synthesis follows a traditional nonbiocatalyzed procedure (DCC, DMAP, in toluene), the importance of the amphiphile’s
ability to react via the naturally occurring lipases is of the utmost importance, making
them well suited for simple drug delivery systems. While acetaminophen itself isn’t
natural, natural enzymes may still work with this molecule, and the functional product is
not hindered by the use of traditional chemical methods. This makes it a viable candidate
when developing green products.
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Figure 1 - Aqueous solutions: (a) Cryo-TEM image of viscous phase cardanyl tauramide vesicles, (b)
FE-SEM image of twisted cardanyl glucoside fibers, SEM hydrogel images of (c) acetaminophen
suberate fibers, and (d) ascorbic acid stearate flakes. Organic solutions: (e) trehalose diacetate fibers
from an ethyl acetate gel, (f) amygdalin laurate helices from acetonitrile gel, (g) amorphous sorbitol
dicaprylate assemblies from toluene gel, and (h) self-assembled mannitol dicaprylate nanofiber
aggregates from diesel gel.

The past five assemblies represent one side of the highly functional systems
assembled mainly in aqueous solutions. From here, the assemblies will be structured from
edible oils and organic solvents earning them the name of organogel. As care was taken
to note the green nature of the semisynthetic products in the first half, the second will
focus on similarly interesting products, but highlight the syntheses and green practices
used to create functional smart materials from simple monomers.
Closed-chain sugars and glycosides represent a library of compounds ripe for
selection when choosing a non-ionic hydrophilic amphiphilic moiety. Nature happily
provides a wide array of slightly different sugar structures with varying conformations
and chemistries. Despite the prevalence of renewable and natural sugars, they may seem
like difficult reagents to skeptic organic chemists because of the numerous chemically
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similar hydroxyl groups flanking the heteroatom ring. Many attempts to protect and react
sugars have created the wide array of functional sugar esters used as surfactants, yet
biocatalysis precludes the need for this since regiospecific catalysts are capable of
choosing between primary and secondary alcohols in aqueous or organic media. A
variety of highly symmetric sugar diesters, including trehalose acetate, were synthesized
via heterogeneous biocatalysis with the versatile Novozyme 435.96 In addition to
selectively synthesizing the diacetate with little or no mono, tri- or polyacylated products,
biocatalysis precludes unnecessary protecting groups and lengthy separations while
running at relatively low temperatures (50 °C). The strength of trehalose ester gels varied
greatly with the length of the alkyl chain. Trehalose diacetate produced gels at 0.04% wt.
in ethyl acetate, an exceedingly low value for a low molecular weight gelator, earning it
the title of supergelator. This ethyl acetate gel is stable with a ratio of 1 amphiphile to
12000 solvent molecules. Compared to the ~10-20 % wt. solutions of polymeric agar
used to gel cell cultures, low molecular mass sugar gelators are capable of forming
similarly strong soft matter at exceedingly low concentrations; this is a useful
characteristic when looking to use gels as solid reservoirs of liquids49. When compared to
a chemically acylated trehalose derivative, the mixture of regioisomers gelled solvents at
~10% wt. Here the advantage of using biocatalysts and natural renewable reagents is
compounded within the high yield, regiospecificity, and simple functional product
isolation.
As a subset of emulsifiers, surfactants that mix immiscible liquid phases, can be
easily found in your pocket. Many personal care and cosmetic products are colored and
scented formulations of water, oil, emulsifier, and thickening agent.97 A unique property
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of certain hydrophobic amphiphiles is their ability to demonstrate the opposite
phenomenon by separating phases and selectively solidifying one. When a saturated
alcohol solution of mannitol dicaprylate is introduced to an oil/water mixture, a solid and
easily isolated organogel forms on top of the water. Furthermore, when running the
experiment in brine to model seawater conditions, the open-chain sugar alcohol
derivative gels diesel, gasoline, and crude oil fractions by forming fibres that entangle to
entrap the oil. Now, because molecular organogels are thermoreversible, the oil and
phase-selective gelator can be easily recovered by filtration or distillation, a desirable
situation in case refined hydrophobic liquids spill into an aqueous environment. To
determine the role of hydrogen bonding, FTIR spectroscopy revealed shifts in the gel’s
hydroxyl groups, which XRD studies confirmed were regularly spaced sugars in the
fibres. Fittingly, this chemical contrapositive helps clarify the importance of hydrogen
bonds: since sugar alcohol esters are readily soluble in protic solvents, the rampant
hydrogen bonding disorganizes the amphiphiles. Meanwhile, in non-polar solvents, the
two hydrophobic chains solubilize the amphiphile, and shield hydroxyl groups, allowing
unperturbed hydrogen bonds to facilitate the assembly of robust fibers. Here, the
stereochemistry works in our favor. The alternating front/back/front/back hydroxyl
groups stack nicely; however, switching even one of those groups causes sorbitol
dicaprylate’s front/back/back/back assembly to form only partial gels in the same
experiments.
Though sorbitol dicaprylate doesn’t form strong gels, upon reviewing it’s natural
components, green synthesis, and recent developments, a variety of potential applications
present themselves. Sorbitol, an open-chain sugar alcohol, is used in food products as a
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sugar substitute, in other consumer products as a nonirritating emollient, and in pharmacy
as a laxative. Caprylic acid, a medium chain fatty acid, is found in coconut oil and is used
as a mild well-spreading component in skin care formulations.98 The biocatalytic
synthesis of sorbitol dicaprylate is one-step, runs at low temperatures with recyclable
solvents, and is easily worked up via extraction to afford high yields. Additionally,
developments removing organic solvents from the reaction flask use technical grade
sugars and acids in generating sugar esters under neat conditions, and economic
microfluidic flow reactors yield stoichiometric yields at high flow rates.75,80 If a majority
of the structure is retained by linking hydrophilic heads and lipophilic tails end to end, it
seems to show that the phenomena of placing polarized structures in innumerable liquids
lends itself to creating smart materials. Perhaps sorbitol dicaprylate’s strengths lay in its
ability to form weak gels, to thicken and sweeten foods, or as a well-spreading nonirritating emollient. With our senses incredibly discerning to the touch, fragrance, taste,
and color of soft matter, only research and time can answer this question. In the
meanwhile, the answers we have on how to conduct safe, efficient, and thoughtful
research are held within the practices and principles of green chemistry and the
biorefinery model.
Lastly, while not the focus of a previous work in the John’s Lab, the use of waste
as a valorizable resource is of the utmost importance in the development of next
generation solutions to chemical problems. Zhang et al. describe the transformation of
waste bakery goods into succinic acid, a platform chemical for further transformations.99
Fungal autolysis promotes the degradation of the complex starches before a bacterial
fermentation of the resultant slurry. This two-step process may be generalized to afford a
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variety of chemicals depending on the second transformation. These techniques, while
still in their infancy, represent a growing interest in the valorization, or upgrading, of
waste into resources, effectively helping to remove the word waste from our vocabulary.
It can thus be seen that iterative developments are a winning method for creating
sustainable chemistry. Working with wastes and bioderived materials truly allow for the
continued development of advanced materials. Building sustainable design elements can
be piecemeal over time to best allow for functional products. Each of these developments
serves to specifically inspire the development of the next-generation fuel alternative seen
in chapter 4.

2.4 - Molecular Gelators
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Beyond the wealth of literature that is generally applied to developing sustainable
chemistry there is a host of work that has been done focusing on molecular gelation. The
vast efforts made to synthesize novel gelators have lead to an increased focus on
application, as once again a material without a cause is of little use. While it may be

Figure 2 - Distribution of gelators and solvents in 3D Hansen space the solid curved line represent the
boundary between gels and solutions. Image reproduced with permission from101.

argued that with the right intuition and much trial and error one may synthesize a
successful gelator, there have been many important attempts to rationalize molecular
gelation and to predict this phenomenon.100,101 While this is not the focus of this thesis, it
serves to point out a notably successful attempt which much like our biomimetic
approach serves to capitalize on distinct non-covalent interactions provided for in the
amphiphilic structure of many gelators.
Gao et al. demonstrate the ability to predict organogel formation with the Hansen
solubility parameters.100 These parameters serve to combine the hydrogen-bonding, polar
and dispersive forces used to congregate molecules and map them on a three dimensional
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space aggregating gelators in one area over solubilized systems in another. Similar to
Hildebrand solubility parameters, which are dictated by the free energy of mixing, these
parameters give a quantitative value, a solubility parameter to determine their place on a
spectrum. The compatibility of the gelator’s parameter with a given solvents’ provides
for whether or not the systems are compatible for gelation. While these methods have had
some muted success they are not fully capable of describing a vast array of gelator
systems just yet. It is possible that by incorporating the five non-covalent forces as
distinctive components of the descriptive parameter that these systems will better be able
to generally describe gelation systems. Nonetheless, attempts such as these indicate
rigorous efforts to understand why certain small molecule systems assemble
unidirectionally compared to following a three-dimensional growth.
As will be evident in the coming chapters, small changes in molecular structure
can elicit a varied difference in molecular gelation. While all solvents present as
interesting systems to be gelled, water, due to it being the solvent of nature, is of most
studied solvent for molecular gelation. Hydrogelators, or molecules capable of
assembling to gel water often capitalize on hydrophobic forces as well as hydrogenbonding capabilities to present themselves as functional materials for a variety of
applications. Estroff and Hamilton in their review detail a series of hydrogelators and
touch upon the phenomenon that is small molecule water gelation.102 Akin to protein
structuring which is comprised of a hierarchical assembly of amino acids, molecular
gelators assemble on multiple orders of magnitude. At the angstrom to nanometer scale
structures are governed by intermolecular interactions, which serve to congregate the
individual molecules anisotropically and build individual strands of molecules. On
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nanometer to micrometer scales the variety of substructures can be seen such as the
vesicles, micelles, fibrils, or sheets, which serve as the building blocks for higher
dimension structures which will serve to span and immobilize the liquid. These systems
can be highly species dependent and may be transformed depending of temperature or
concentration.91 Finally, from micron to millimeter scales are the aggregates of
substructures, which typically often fibers, which may exist as bundles of fibrils much
like a string or cord is comprised of many threads. As these grow in solution during the
gelation process they come to entangle and form a sort of sponge, trapping solvent and
preventing the flow of the solution. As this process is a unidirectional epitaxial crystal
growth the cooling rate, concentration of gelator and solvent polarity can greatly affect
the resultant structures. In their
review, it is interesting to note that
sugar based amphiphiles earn their
own section, indicating not only their
popularity with regards to reagent
selection, but versatility. While water
is the solvent of life, from a chemical
perspective it is just one of many
different species liquid at standard

Figure 3 - a) SEM image of gel platelets b) drawing of
molecular assembly c) packing diagram of alkane
molecules Reprinted with permission from103

temperature and pressure and thus from a basic science point of view will not be the mere
focus of many works.
While most molecular gelators capitalize on multiple low-energy interactions to
form networks and gel solvents, this is not a prerequisite for gelation. Abdallah et al.
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demonstrated the gelation of n-alkanes in organic solvents representing the successful
dispersion and crystal growth of said species based solely on van der Waals/dispersion
forces.103 Their elucidation of the conformation and molecular packing of
hexatriacontane organogels provides itself as the first successful attempt of such, and
arguably the simplest of systems. Using X-ray diffraction methods they were able to find
that these molecules form lamellar fat-like sheets that further assemble into platelet-like
crystals. These propagate throughout the liquid, which elucidates the crystalline nature of
these structures. Of importance in their work is highlighting the presence of the junction
zones, which form between these structures, as it can be seen that the formation of these
nodes serves to congregate aggregates in space. Despite their success, this work still
implores the necessity for methods that answer questions such as “why do these gels
form?” Though a wide variety of molecular configurations have been demonstrated to
form gels in solvents, it is often the simplest molecules in their elegant configurations
that serve to inspire researchers. While small molecule (<5000 Da) gelation is arguably
not present in natural systems (protein polymers do assemble on their own) simple
systems such as common fatty acid salts capture our intrigue assembling in both water
and organic solvents. Wang and Hao demonstrate the assembly of sodium laurate in
hexanes, alcohols, and ether (amongst other solvents) and show an increase in gelation
temperature with an increase in alcohol solvent chain length.37 Distinctive in these
systems are the inclusion of the metal salt, which serves to capitalize on ionic interaction
which may propagate over a much longer range than other non-covalent forces. These
interactions exist on the precipice of weak and strong forces and may dictate the
structures and substructures formed. Interestingly gels only formed with the inclusion of
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sodium as the cation, while other ions were postulated to not fit the crystalline structures
required for gelation. Simple systems like this remind us that many common or
previously discovered molecules may preferentially form gels upon assembly, and that
the search for these systems is ongoing.

While the vast majority of self-assembled
gelator systems are formed by the heating and
cooling of a solution, there have been many
attempts to assemble gelators by other means.
Ziemecka et al. detail the chemical-gradient
directed assembly of a dibenzoyl-L-cysteine

Figure 4 - Zimecka's dibenzoyl gelator
structure: note the aromatic rings, and
carboxcylic acid moieties capable of pistacking and hydrogen-bonding
respectively.

gelator in water.104 The gelation of this molecule in water below a pH of 5 demonstrates
the importance of hydrogen bonding to its assembly. By intercalating a pH sensitive dye
indicator and following the process with microscopy the authors were able to track the
growth of fibers in an aligned fashion representing self-assembly at low pH. Polarized
optical microscopy highlights the birefringent nature of these fibers indicative of an
anisotropic arrangement of gelator molecules. This technique can be useful in imaging
fibers invisible under white light on optical microscopes. This group took their work one

Figure 5 - Left to right: Sodium Myristate, sodium Palmitate, and sodium stearate fibers in ethanol.
Reproduced from reference 37.
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step further and used the gel fibers as templates for a polymerized acrylamide-bisacrylamide solution highlighting the utility of such systems. pH is truly a versatile took to
control hydrogen-bonding moieties, especially when the systems are comprised of amino
acids.
In an effort to develop functional gels, Yang et al. have developed switchable
fluorescent organogels based on naphthalene derivatives.105 These bis-urea derivatives
capitalize on pi-stacking and hydrogen bonding, a popular combination for molecular
gelators. Stepping beyond the simple gelation phenomenon these systems demonstrated
the ability to turn on and off fluorescence with the control of heat or addition of a fluoride
anion. Viable for the development of optoelectronic devices these materials exhibit the
smart material control desirable for next generation solutions. Stemming from an
aggregation-induced enhanced fluorescence emission it was evident that the fluorescence
spectra of the molecule at different temperatures exhibited vastly different fluorescence.

Figure 6 - Gelator structure and resultant gel fibers. Reproduced with permission
from105

This can be explained as an exciton formation due to delocalization of the molecular
orbitals in the molecular aggregates. These finding hint to us that the anisotropic
formation of these gel fibers not only serve to form structures which stabilize the solvent
but also a second purpose of stimuli responsive light emission. This truly indicated the
ability to form multifunctional materials from singular molecules, a prime goal of many
materials researchers.
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Going one step beyond the ability to control systems with heat, or chemicalgradients alone there have been impressive developments like the aforementioned and the
following, which give multiple controls to the materials developer. Liu et al. discuss a
ferrocenyl-cholesterol derivative which responds predictably to shear, sonication, and a
redox reaction giving a truly versatile system which capitalized on dispersive interaction,
as well as pi-interactions, and ionic forces.106 Of the utmost importance in this system is
the reversibility of all three stimuli to allow for advanced material control. Interestingly,
unlike most systems, which form fibers, these systems were seen to form sphere-like burr
covered structures, which entangle due to these growths on the surface of the ball. Truly
the diversity of molecular gelators represents a vast array of assemblages, which allow

Figure 7- Gelator structuring capitalizing on pi-stacking, van der Waals forces, and hydrogen
bonding to create burr like structure (right). Reproduced with permission from106

for control not only of the dynamic nature of the system, but also over gel architecture
making researchers true artists in their ability to form such complex systems. Notably
these systems demonstrate in their response to shear a thixotropy of shear thinning
behavior, which will come to be discussed at length in chapter 4.
A common property of gels, thixotropy represents a stimuli-responsive property:
the ability to control the phase of the mixture based on the shear being applied. Unlike
simple gels, which deform under applied stress, thixotropic systems demonstrate a self-
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healing ability and hysteresis as evident in the experiments showing these properties.
Another cholesterol derived gelator developed by Hou et al. was demonstrated to show
impressive mechanical strengths and smart thixotropy.107 This family of gelators, taking
advantage of the same properties, which afford many steroids a liquid-crystalline nature,
represent a viable method for developing biobased and perhaps biocompatible gelators.
These systems also demonstrated themselves as super gelators capable of forming gels in
concentrations below one percent by weight. This is an advantageous property of gelator
systems, as strong robust gels do not often require a large amount of gelator material in
solution, also important in systems in which the liquid is of main focus. It is wholly
possible that a number of gels, which only undergo routine rheological study, might well
be thixotropic if that phenomenon is probed.

Figure 8 - Dicholesteroyl

gelator structure and

resultant flake-like structure capable of breaking and reforming thixotropically in solution. Reproduced with
permission from107

These molecular gelators represent a fraction of all the derived and studied
system, but introduce important topics in the study of self-assembling system. Just as the
systems themselves are of interest to the keen scientist, so to are the methods with which
one characterizes them.
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2.5 - Characterization Techniques for Gels
Beyond the ability to synthesize and characterize gelator molecules there is the subtle
creativity that comes with the accurate and definite characterization of the resultant
gelators and gels. Difficult in part due to their metastability, but also their fragility the
study of gel systems is made challenging as many techniques which serve to study solid
systems while the vast majority of the gel is liquid solvent. Simple methods for sample
preparation may involve the dialysis of solvent, or lyophilization but one must always
wonder if in this as well as cryogenic methods the structural integrity of the systems is
preserved? Because of this a wide array of techniques are used to characterize every
aspect of the gelators and gels to probe and allow for a deep understanding of what’s at
play. Just as a material is of little use without an application, a gel is of little use without
deft characterization allowing for a deep understanding of its structure and potential
function. While general methods are used to characterize all the gelator systems, well
planned and various methods may be used to probe specific gel responses allowing for
literature which is as varied as the gelator structures themselves.
While many papers synthesize gelators and characterize their gels,108–110 Yu et al.
summarize the wealth of the work in a concise review.111 Nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (NMR), a widely used technique, allows chemists to probe the atomic
environments of a given molecule. Beyond the simple structural elucidation this
technique offers it is routinely used to investigate the hydrogen-bonding capability of
gelator systems by varying temperature and concentration of the systems and following
shifts in specific hydrogen and carbon peaks. The ability to distinguish between intra- and
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intermolecular hydrogen bonding often provides researchers with the information they
need to tailor the structure of their systems to allow for more or less robust interaction
leading to self-assembly. Furthermore two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy provides
information on the placement of atoms relative to one another, key in the host-guest
assemblage of two component gelator systems. Seeing as the gel systems are effectively
solids spanning a solution, X-ray diffraction helps elucidate crystal structure in packing
by exhibiting diffraction peaks corresponding to crystalline dimensions. As the range of
X-ray methods spans both small angle and wide angle there is the ability to probe subnanometer to nanometers scales. The small-angle technique, which often requires a highenergy light source, provides information on the dimensions of unidirectional fibers,
while wide-angle techniques provide information on short-range ordering of systems.
These two complimentary techniques can give a big-picture image of how molecules are
packing as these results are often compared to a bulk or three-dimensional crystal which
may be studied with single-crystal diffraction. One of the advantages of these techniques
is that with a bright enough light source unmodified gels may be probed and the
technique is non-destructive. Other spectroscopic techniques allow for researchers to
better understand small changes in functional groups (infrared spectroscopy) or electronic
nature of the molecular transitions (ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy) and chirality
(circular dichroism spectroscopy). As noted above, as many systems may fluoresce,
especially those pi-stacking systems capitalizing on aromatic rings, fluorescence
spectroscopy provides insightful information into changes in fluorescence with
aggregation and assembly. As many gelator systems are potential optoelectronic
components it serve to fully understand their emissive nature.112,113 To probe the
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microstructure of these gels and provide evidence for fibers or other congregating
structures scanning and transmission electron microscopy are unmatched in their imaging
capabilities. Gels must either be frozen for cryogenic work, or transformed into xerogels
(gels with no solvent) the structural integrity of fibers is found after a wide variety of
sample preparation. Surely advances in these systems will provide gelation chemists the
ability to study gels in their fully gel state. As noted before in an effort to measure
substituents higher up on the hierarchical scale polarized optical and fluorescent confocal
microscopy are use useful techniques to study micron to millimeter sized aggregates.
Lastly to probe the mechanical strength and solid-like nature of these gels rheology and
viscometry provide a surprising amount of information for techniques that come off as
relatively simple in nature. Rheology, or the study of the deformation of a solid, or solidlike system can give the important quantity of yield strength of a gel indicating the force
required to break a gel. This information is highly valuable to application-oriented
researcher who may be looking to develop a system with just the right textural or shear
properties. By varying simple parameters such as strain percentage, frequency of
deformation, temperature and more, rheology provides researchers the ability to test out
their gels under a wide range of conditions.
While this serves to highlight the techniques used in this thesis, there are of
course many other methods and techniques to be used in the characterization of gels. As
new gelators emerge with interesting and unforeseen properties, there will no doubt arise
masterful techniques with which to probe these systems.

2.6 - Applications of Gelator Systems
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Arguably a vastly different set of skills than the characterization of molecules,
developing applications for the vastly versatile gelator systems provides for imaginations
to run wild.114–116 To begin with molecular gelators present themselves as possible
competitors to polymer systems, but also when derived for multifunctionality and
designed for degradation, as to be applied in areas polymers can’t compete. The
following applications represent an opportunity to delve into areas of research with a
focused intensity and learn to speak the language of a wide range of fields.

2.6.1 - Applications Perspectives: Oil Structuring
Of all the applications focusing the use of molecular gelators, oil structuring has been
flooded with a wealth of articles on the basic science behind the phenomenon, as well as
applied study towards the use of these systems.46,117,118 Compared to polymeric
structuring agents such as ethoxylated cellulose, molecular gelators from simple fatty
acids to steroids and beyond have structured and thickened oil of all origins and
compositions.119–121 Despite the complexity of oil mixtures, gelators forming oleogels
(gels of oil) have no trouble at this task forming robust and versatile networks to thicken
and solidify liquids.
The Marangoni group sits at the forefront of oil structuring research having
published papers on the stability, engineering, and systematic formation of these
systems.117,122,123 Focusing on such small molecule gelators as sorbitan monostearate, 12hydroxystearic acid, phytosterols and monoglycerides has revealed that arguably oils are
very easily structured systems. Of note in a review of this topic the ideal fat structurant is
detailed as follows: food-grade, economical, efficient, fat mimicking, and versatile.
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Without a doubt, gelators can be easily seen as ideal, though as detailed in chapter 3 and
5 not all match natural fats’ physical properties. The impact of Marangoni’s work can be
seen in the breadth and depth of their studies. Unlike many researchers, by way of
working with food their lab tends to step into the real world, collaborating with
restaurants and kitchens to bring a tangible touch to their science.
While many food movements shy away from genetically modified, or engineered
foods, the versatility and safety of such simple systems is hard to avoid. Surely through
the rigorous study of these systems disasters such as the widespread use of trans fats in
foods can be avoided for the good of humanity.

2.6.2 - Applications Perspective: Next-Generation Fuels
Of great importance is the undergraduate chemistry experiment that resonates with
students. Recently, simple labs producing biodiesel from a wide range of sources has
become a popular laboratory for high schools and colleges alike due to its simplicity,
efficiency and increasing relevance.124,125 Just as academics are tuning in to this
sustainable alternative, consumers have become more and more familiar with these
products. As explored in chapter 4, the development of non-spilling next generation fuels
is of potential great importance due to their benign environmental impact. Preliminary
work has been done on the gelation of non-sustainable fuels with the use of nonsustainable gellants.56,126,127 These systems, which have been used in rocket prototypes,
nonetheless may serve to pave the way for future fuel systems. Compared to the organic
structurants detailed herein, fumed silica serves to congregate and immobilize the fuels in
these works. By combining waste derived structurants with waste derived fuels it may
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truly serve to eliminate that word from our vocabulary while meeting all of our day-today needs.

2.6.3 - Applications Perspective: Radiation Sensors
Capable of detecting the presence of radiation and radioactivity, such sensors may work
based on a variety of stimuli-responsive principles. Fundamentally the exciting particles
or radiation serve to excite or stimulate the sensor material, which either undergoes a
physical or chemical change to indicate the response. Of interest to us with regards to the
potential for organic based radiation sensors are scintillators, a class of molecules, which
fluoresce in response to radiation. Typically, in conjunction with the fluorescent
scintillator there is a photomultiplier tube, which serves to quantitate the radiation.128
While there are an array of solid and liquid, organic, and inorganic scintillation
devices there are advantages and disadvantages to each. Organic scintillators, of interest
to us here, are know for their ease of use, low cost, and short decay times.61 Anthracene,
stilbene, and naphthalene are common organic scintillators used in a crystallized form.
Molecular gelators in their one-dimensional array will lend themselves to this similar
application.
Nanostructures and polymers have all been demonstrated as scintillating materials
though this has yet to be extended to small molecule organic systems.129,130 The
versatility and sustainability of such systems thus lend themselves to study, the goal
being maximum light emission per introduced energy source over a narrow range. Lastly,
versatile detectors, which are highly responsive to all sorts of radiation, may serve as
replacements for radiation specific devices.
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2.7 - Topics in Education: Biobased and Green Chemistry Experiments
Education improvements reflecting the current advances in science may be slow to be
incorporated and because of this students are not always being properly engaged or
presented relevant material. Hidden in many institutions are professors and educators
who seek to advance educational efforts by organizing experiments and pedagogy to
allow for truly worthwhile lessons. With the advent of green chemistry many educators
have been quick to incorporate this ideology, while the inclusion or focus on biobased
experiments is often over-looked.131,132 While chemists are quick to focus on natural
products for their application and interesting structure, the phrase biobased, arguably a
relatively new term, has yet to catch on.133 Total synthesis, another popular area of study
often seeks to synthesize natural products from petroleum-based derivatives, which is
wholly going in the wrong direction. As the focus should be on developing systems from
renewable resources we need to focus education efforts on creating experiments which
allow students to work from nature’s natural product building blocks to chemicals,
materials and fuels.134 Happily with the advent of initiatives such as the America
Chemical Society’s Green Chemistry summer school students are invited to compile any
number of green chemistry principles into labs and lectures, indicating there is a start to
the effective change.135 As green chemistry grows it will be of the utmost importance that
we strive to educate students in the importance of working for renewable resources, green
chemistry principle number six. Lastly, a few efforts have been made to adapt synthesis
not only incorporating natural products and green principles, but following a biomimetic
approach.136
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Truly without a sustainable educational platform there is no hope for sustainable
chemistry to thrive. Armed with the research tools to conduct thorough examinations and
develop multifunctional materials it should serve that these skills may be well applied to
the interesting and multifaceted task of developing functional educational materials.
Chapter 3: Synthesis and Characterization of a Molecular Organogelator

3.0 - Abstract
To further develop functional, value-added materials from biomass three novel raspberry
ketone glucosides (caprylate, stearate and oleate fatty acid esters) were synthesized using
regiospecific heterogeneous biocatalysis. The facile biocatalytic coupling of the
antioxidant raspberry ketone glucoside and bioderived acyl donor allows the solubility of
the amphiphilic product to be tailored for compatibility with a variety of non-polar
solvents. Saturated molecular raspberry ketone glucoside ester gelators demonstrate
supergelation in a range of natural edible oils, immobilizing liquid oils into solid
gelatinous fats at exceedingly low concentrations (<600 nM and <1.0% wt.). Due to their
ability to solidify and stabilize a variety of aprotic solvents, organogels and excavated
oleogel networks were examined to characterize the self-assembled gelators defined by
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding, and a lamellar bilayer network. Pairing gelators with
functional medium-chain triglyceride oils to develop multifunctional formulations affords
stable, clear oleogels with tunable mechanical and structural properties. Functional
oleogels may serve as next generation structured oils with molecular gelation replacing
traditional oil processing methods to preclude the use of deleterious trans-fats. Focusing
the principles of green chemistry by following the biorefinery model, it serves to help
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sustainably develop functional materials from biomass that not only serve as raw
ingredients for consume product formulations, but also interesting tools to probe our
understanding of the forces behind self-assembly.

3.1 - Introduction
The ongoing discussion on the health and safety of saturated fats highlights the concerned
research efforts to elucidate ideal concentrations of the macronutrient fatty acids,137,138
and the public’s interest in edible fats and oils.139 The diverse array of saturated fatty
acids in natural fat and oil triglyceride mixtures present as promising functional
components in a variety of consumer products.44,117 Most common are mixtures of longchain (C13 - C18) fatty acids in natural edible oils comprised of palmitic, stearic, monoand polyunsaturated fatty acids140 (table 1).

Fatty Acid
(%)

Medium-Chain
C8
(8:0)

C10
(10:0)

C12
(12:0)

Unsaturated

C14
(14:0)

C16
(16:0)

0.1

5.2

2

78

10

Olive

9.8

3.2

74

11

Grapeseed

11

3.3

21

61

Oil

C6
(6:0)

Long-Chain

Hazelnut

Coconut
Palm
Kernel

1

C18
Oleate Linoleate
(18:0) (18:1)
(18:2)

8

6

47

18

9.5

2.9

6.9

3

4

5.3

14

6.8

2

16

Table 1 Table 2 - Fatty acid profiles of medium- (coconut and palm kernel

oil) and long-chain (hazelnut, olive, and grapeseed) triglyceride oils. Fatty
acid acylglycerides contain a combination of one, two, or three fatty acid
residues.9
A high fraction of unsaturated fatty acids serves to prevent crystalline triglyceride
lamellar packing while an abundance of shorter chain fatty acids can result in solid fats
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compared to liquid oils at room temperature.140 Recently, medium-chain (C6-C12)
triglyceride fats and oils have been demonstrated as viable potential alternatives to longchain formulations to create functional gels and composites for medical and personal care
applications.117,141 As mixtures of oil depend greatly on the nature of the oil for their
organoleptic, rheological, and functional properties, exploring gels of medium-chain
triglyceride (MCT) oils may result in viable value-added formulations.98
In an effort to develop small molecule solutions to replace unhealthy trans-fat
structuring agents, edible oil gels (also known as oleogels) have demonstrated their
versatility at modifying rheology and textural properties with a variety of chemical motifs
and structures.46 While natural and synthetic polymers, often cellulose derivatives121,
have been demonstrated as viable oil structuring agents, the serendipitous discovery of
small molecule self-assembly as a method for structuring solvents has lead to the
development of numerous functional molecular gelators (MGs).142,143 From gelator
design, to self-assembly, and network characterization, the variety of self-assembled
networks of MGs demonstrate a concerted interdisciplinary effort to discover and design
MG systems for a myriad of solvents and mixtures.67,108,144 Despite the popularity and
functionality of MCT fats and oils, there are relatively few efforts focused on developing
MGs to specifically gel this increasingly popular category of oils145,146.
A major component of the South and Southeast Asian diet, coconut oil derives
antimicrobial, antifungal, and antiviral functionality from its constituent twelve carbon
lauric acid components.147,148 A popular component of cosmetic and personal care
formulations, coconut oil is used as a natural moisturizing agent, noted for it’s naturally
light pleasant coconut fragrance.148 Palm kernel oil, an opaque waxy fat, is exploited for
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it’s crystallization behavior in baked goods, and dairy products149. By exploiting
medium-chain fatty acids mixtures as functional solvents for gels MCT oleogels present
as interesting multifunctional alternatives to conventional fat and oils mixtures.
The discovery of novel self-assembling molecular gelators is informed by the
wealth of research probing the role of intermolecular forces150, design of functional
materials151, and characterization of natural and synthetic systems.111 As fundamental
studies inform application oriented research, the information on three dimensional
structures from assembled amphiphilic monomers serves to inspire the next generation of
multifunctional materials.76

Figure 1- A combined biorefinery model with applied green chemistry principles, extracting reagents
from waste and biomass resources to develop functional materials from novel value-added chemicals.
Synthetic scheme for the development of novel medium-chain triglyceride gelators for natural edible
oil solvent mixtures, pictured top right: RKG8 oleogels.

In a concerted effort to design functional molecules from biobased materials,
much research has focused on synthesizing novel amphiphiles from biomass, including
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fatty acids, sugars, and ester derivatives.76 Following a combined green chemistry and
biorefinery model approach (figure 1) it is possible to develop sustainable and
multifunctional oil structuring agents from an array of natural products.12,69 By reversing
the equilibrium of lipase biocatalysis in non-aqueous solvents it is not only possible to
design systems for degradation in aqueous environments,152 but program amphiphile
functionality by selecting bioactive residues from nature.153 Since the 1960’s tasteless,
odorless and non-toxic surface-active sugar esters have been used in a variety of
industrial formulations as non-ionic surfactants in emulsions. Taking advantage of the
disparate hydrophobic fatty acid residues, and hydrophilic hydroxyl groups to spur
gelation has been demonstrated with sugar alcohol derivatives,46 monoacylglycerols,154
and hydroxylated fatty acids, including 12-hydroxy stearic acid.155 Devising a fatty acid
glucoside variation on the fatty acid sugar ester theme, the antioxidant raspberry ketone
glucoside was coupled with saturated (caprylic and stearic) and unsaturated (oleic) fatty
acid tails (figure 1). To explore the amphiphile’s gelation capability medium- and longchain oils were heated and mixed to form a variety of structured oil gels depending on
gelator concentration, assembly method and component selection. The individual fatty
acid, glucose, and phenol residue can be probed for individual functionality, and their
role in self-assembly to better understand the complex phenomenon that is self-assembled
small molecule gelation.

3.2 - Materials and Methods
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Natural and refined vegetable oils were purchased from a local supermarket. Unrefined
(pressed) oils: coconut oil (Keratech LTD, India, and Brad’s Organic Raw Oil, USA),
refined: coconut oil (Bedesse Imports, USA), hazelnut and grapeseed oil (Trader Joe’s,
USA). Raspberry ketone glucoside was provided by Beijing Brilliance Bio, and fatty
acid, methyl and vinyl esters were purchased from TCI America. Lipase acrylic resin
from Candida Antarctica (≥5,000 U/g), recombinant, expressed in Aspergillus niger was
provided by Novozymes as Novozymes 435. Silica Gel (200-300 MESH), hexanes, ethyl
acetate and acetone were purchased from Thermofisher, and acetone used as a reaction
solvent was distilled over calcium chloride before use.

Raspberry Ketone Glucoside Fatty Acid Ester Synthesis.
In a 500 mL screw-cap Erlenmeyer flask solid Novozyme 435 lipase catalyst (0.3 g/mmol
glucoside) was added to mixture of raspberry ketone glucoside (2.0 mmol, 0.652 g), and
fatty acid, methyl ester, or fatty acid vinyl ester (3:1 mmol acyl donor/glucoside ratio) in
50 mL dried acetone.8a The reaction proceeded in an orbital shaker at 250 rpm, at heated
to 50 C. The reaction was monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) with an ethyl
acetate eluent and visualized using 5% sulfuric acid and gentle heating. After 24 hours
the bottom glucoside spot (Rf = 0.1) faded and a product spot (Rf = 0.4) appeared
indicating reaction completion. Before the solution is allowed to cool to room
temperature the enzymes are filtered out and rinsed with acetone until the washings show
no spots on TLC before they are air-dried and stored for reuse. Acetone is rotary
evaporated from the filtrate leaving behind a crude solid mixture of glucoside-ester
product (% yield by acyl donor: caprylic acid 72%, methyl caprylate 87%, and 95% vinyl
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caprylate), unreacted acyl donor (Rf = 0.8) when run with methyl or vinyl esters, and fatty
acid (Rf = 0.7). The solid mixture is triturated thrice with 50 mL hexanes at 50ºC to
remove the excess fatty acid or derivatives from the opaque light yellow bulk solid. For
stearic and oleic acid derivatives the hexane-product mixture is centrifuged in a falcon
tube at 3000 rpm for five minutes during washing to avoid loss of suspended product. To
remove trace elements of unreacted sugar, ester or acids the product (0.85 g) is dissolved
in 25 mL methanol, and coated by evaporation onto 5.0 grams of silica gel or Celite
before being spread onto a short silica plug (40.0 g). The column is twice eluted with 200
mL ethyl acetate and the solvent evaporated from the second fraction via rotary
evaporation to afford the pure fatty acid glucoside ester product. Pure glucoside-ester was
dissolved in deuterated solvent (20 mg in 1 mL DMSO or CDCl3) and the solution is
filtered through glass wool before recording a spectrum on a 300 MHz Bruker 1H NMR
Spectrometer.

Raspberry Ketone Glucoside Caprylate (((2R,3S,4S,5R,6S)-3,4,5-trihydroxy-6-(4-(3oxobutyl)phenoxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl) methyl octanoate): FT-IR (neat) 3489 (m,
νO-H), 3207 (b, νO-H), 2920 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 2850 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 1736 (s, ester νC=O),
1738 (s, ester vC=O), 1711 (s, ketone vC=O), 1512 (s, sp2 Ar δC=C), 1230 (s, ester vCO), 1009 (s, ether vC-O) cm-1. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): δ 7.08 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H),
6.95 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 4.84-4.83 (m, 1H), 4.45 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H), 4.32 (d, J = 11.6 Hz,
1H), 3.67-3.46 (m, 4H), 3.21 (d, J = 1.1 Hz, 3H), 2.86-2.69 (t, 4H), 2.35 (t, J = 7.5 Hz,
2H), 2.13 (s, 3H), 1.61 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H), 1.27 (s, 9H), 0.86 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 3H).

13

C

(CDCl3, 300 MHz, 25ºC) 208.23 (ketone C=O), 173.38 (ester C=O), 156.21 (aryl),
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135.20 (aryl), 130.68 (aryl), 128.60 (aryl), 117.83 (2C, aryl) 77.97 (gluc-C), 76.09 (glucC), 74.74 (gluc-C), 71.62 (gluc-C), 69.77 (gluc-C), 66.07 (gluc-CH2), 45.08 (ketone αCH2), 36.04, 31.84, 29.08 (2C), 27.81, 25.14, 24.37, 22.74, 13.89 (fatty acid CH3). MS
(ESI) m/z (MH+) 453.24, M.P.R. 104 - 105°C

Raspberry Ketone Glucoside Stearate (((2R,3S,4S,5R,6S)-3,4,5-trihydroxy-6-(4-(3oxobutyl)phenoxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl) methyl stearate): FT-IR (neat) 3489 (m,
νO-H), 3207 (b, νO-H), 2918 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 2850 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 1736 (s, ester νC=O),
1711 (s, ketone vC=O), 1512 (s, sp2 Ar δC=C), 1230 (s, ester vC-O), 1009 (s, ether vCO) cm-1. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): δ 7.06 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 6.93 (d, J = 8.4 Hz,
2H), 4.80 (m, 1H), 4.33 (d, J = 11.6 Hz, 1H), 3.64-3.46 (m, 4H), 3.21 (d, J = 1.1 Hz, 3H),
2.81-2.70 (t, 4H), 2.31 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 2.11 (s, 3H), 1.67 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H), 1.27 (s,
28H), 0.86 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 3H). 13C (CDCl3, 300 MHz, 25ºC) 209.3 (ketone C=O), 175.8
(ester C=O), 157.1 (aryl), 136.0 (aryl), 131.8 (aryl), 129.6 (aryl), 118.8 (2C, aryl) 78.9
(gluc-C), 76.1 (gluc-C), 74.7 (gluc-C), 71.2 (gluc-C), 70.7 (gluc-C), 66.1 (gluc-CH2),
46.8 (ketone α-CH2), 37.4, 31.8, 29.8 (2C), 27.8, 25.4, 24.2, 22.4, 14.9 (fatty acid CH3).
MS (ESI) m/z (MH+) 593.42, M.P.R. 111 – 113 °C

Raspberry

Ketone

Glucoside

Oleate

(((2R,3S,4S,5R,6S)-3,4,5-trihydroxy-6-(4-(3-

oxobutyl)phenoxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl) methyl oleate): FT-IR (neat) 3493 (m, νOH), 3260 (b, νO-H), 2923 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 2853 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 1740 (s, ester νC=O),
1709 (s, ketone vC=O), 1513 (s, sp2 Ar δC=C), 1231 (s, ester vC-O), 1069 (s, ether vCO) cm-1. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): δ 7.15-7.03 (m, 2H), 7.00-6.90 (m, 2H), 5.41-
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5.26 (m, 1H), 4.94-4.74 (m, 1H), 4.59-4.46 (m, 1H), 4.38-4.20 (m, 1H), 3.80-3.34 (m,
5H), 3.30-3.05 (m, 2H), 3.04-2.48 (m, 7H), 2.45-2.23 (m, 2H), 2.23-2.03 (m, 3H), 1.730.44 (m, 31H).

13

C (CDCl3, 300 MHz, 25ºC) 207.9 (ketone C=O), 173.4 (ester C=O),

156.7 (aryl) 135.4 (aryl) 130.8 (aryl) 128.5 (C=C) 117.8 (aryl) 115.9 102.0 100.1 76.9
(gluc-C) 74.5 (gluc-C) 73.7 (gluc-C) 69.9 57.7 46.7 45.2 29.5 (fatty acid CH2)14.0 (fatty
acid CH3) MS (ESI) m/z (591.38) M.P.R. 96-98 °C

Preparation and Characterization of Molecular Gels.
Gel samples were prepared by adding the solid glassy glycoside solid (10.0 - 50.0 mg
RKG8/RKG18/RKGO) to solvent (1 mL). The mixture is then heated to disperse the
gelator at five degrees below the boiling point of organic solvents, and at 125 C for oils
to produce a homogeneous sol. The sol is kept at this temperature for 10 minutes under
constant agitation to remove any solid hysteresis. The sol was then cooled to room
temperature to allow for self-assembly and after a length of time (between 2-24 hours)
the samples are inverted to confirm the presence of the gel state.33 The efficacy of gel
formation was examined by determining the minimum gelation concentration (MGC) and
gel-to-sol transition temperature (Tgel). Gel samples were diluted with solvent until after
setting and vial inversion a gel, partial gel, or sol was formed. The gel transition
temperature was determined by submersing a gel sample in an oil bath, and increasing the
temperature until the gel flowed like a liquid sample, indicating the disassembly of the
gelator structure. Minimum gelation concentration was determined beginning from 5 wt.
% samples (50 mg gelator in 1 mL solvent) or below the concentration of precipitation
for shorter chain samples, and diluting the samples until a sol is formed.
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FT-IR Spectroscopic Gel and Gelator Characterization
The infrared spectra (FT-IR) of the bulk gelators and gel samples were measured using a
Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS 10 FT-IR Spectrometer with an ATR configuration
sampling between 4000-600 cm-1.

Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy of Gels and Solution
CD spectra of toluene solutions and gels were measured on a J-810 CD
Spectrapolarimeter (Jasco) at room temperature between 200-600 nm and focused therein
on the peaks.

Microscopy of Organogel Samples
Gels were prepared via multiple methods to study the self-assembled gel structures and
develop a viable method for sample preparation.118 For gels from volatile organic
solvents the solvent was removed by evaporation at ambient pressure and temperature,
under vacuum, and lyophilization after submerging the samples in liquid nitrogen to
afford xerogel structures. For oil samples the gel network was extracted using hexanes
and 1-butanol (50:1 solvent: oil) to remove the oil and subsequently the gel structures
were dried under vacuum for 24 hours. Each of the samples were coated with a thin layer
of carbon before recording images using a Zeiss Supra 55 Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscope. For polarized light microscopy samples were gelled on microscope
slides with and without a lam and imaged using a heated stage and Leica Microscope to
investigate the gelation process.
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Rheological Characterization of Gels
Dynamic rheological measurements were performed on a stress-controlled rheometer
(AR 2000 ex) with a cone and plate geometry (1° 58′ 47″ angle and 40 mm diameter with
a truncation gap of 45 μm). About 1 mL of gel was loaded onto the plate, and the cone
was lowered to minimize the truncation gap. Precautions were taken to minimize shearinduced disruption of the gel network: before experiments samples were equilibrated
within the geometry for 10 minutes. Excess gel was trimmed away from the cone to
ensure optimal filling. Yield strain (σy) was examined for coconut oil gel samples (0.5,
1.0 and 2.0% RKG8 in coconut oil) by performing oscillatory strain sweep measurements
from 0.01 to 100% deformation at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. Oscillatory frequency
sweep measurements were performed in the frequency domain of 0.01 - 10 Hz, with a
constant strain of 0.1%, which is within the linear viscoelastic regime of the sample.
Experiments were run at 30°C, above the melting point of coconut oil, and repeated twice
for each concentration.

Preparation of Gels and Gel Fibres for X-Ray Diffraction
To elucidate the packing of the gelator molecule gel fibers were isolated from gel
samples following the aforementioned extraction method.118 For bulk gelator samples the
gelator was ground to a fine powder and spread over a clean glass slide before
examination. Gel samples were prepared by forming the gel directly on the slide. For gel
fibers samples were placed in a falcon tube with hexanes (50:1 v hexanes: v gel). The
samples were agitated in a vortex mixer for twenty minutes and centrifuged at 3000 rpm
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for five minutes before the supernatant was removed. The extraction was performed
thrice, and the gel fibers concentrated on a glass slide which was directly recorded onto a
PANalytical X'Pert Pro Powder Diffraction X-Ray Diffractometer under a voltage of 40
kV, and a current of 40 mA, with a 1/4° incident slit width and Cu Kα X-rays, (λ= 1.54
Å). Small (1-10°) and Wide (5-45°) angle diffractograms were recorded for samples at
20°C. The raw data was processed in X’Pert High Score Plus where the determined
background was subtracted.

3.3 - Results and Discussion
Concerning the gelator synthesis and characterization: Two saturated fatty acid glucoside
esters, raspberry ketone glucoside caprylate (RKG8) and raspberry ketone glucoside
stearate (RKG18) were prepared via heterogeneous lipase-mediated esterification in nonaqueous media.8 Saturated caprylic and stearic acid, along with derivative methyl and
vinyl esters were reacted with raspberry ketone glucoside in dried organic solvents. The
cis-monounsaturated raspberry ketone glucoside oleate (RKGO) was synthesized from
vinyl oleate, demonstrating much lower yields (65%). The facile workup allows for
simple catalyst regeneration, chromatographic solvent recycling, and monoacylated
regiospecific product in high yields (87-95%). Despite raspberry ketone glucoside’s
partial solubility in dry acetone the decreased hydrophilicity of the amphiphilic product
has been demonstrated to help solubilize the hydrophilic glucoside, pulling the reaction
forward.156 The versatility and specificity of the Novozyme 435 catalyst allows for the
synthesis of gelators with a range of polarities following a general biocatalytic coupling
of reagents from renewable resources.69 To compare the thermal stability of medium- and
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long-chain saturated fatty acid amphiphiles, RKG8 and RKG18 gelation concentrations
and melt temperatures (Tgel) were compared (table 2). To study the effect of unsaturation
on self-assembly, the RKGO oleogels were prepared as unsaturated analogues. Gelation
of RKGO derivatives indicated a much higher minimum gelation concentration (>1 vs.
<1 wt. %), leading rheology and diffraction studies to focus on the robust saturated
derivatives, specifically the clear caprylate oleogels (table 2). Oleogels were stored and
examine for six through eight months to determine their stability and shelf life.
Gelator Sample

Melt. Point (oC)

RKG

113-115

RKG8

96-97

RKG18

111-113

RKGO

96-98

Gel Samples

Tg (oC)

RKG8 5% Olive Oil Gel

108-110

RKG8 5% Coconut Oil Gel

106-107

RKG8 5% Toluene Gel

48-50

RKG18 5% Coconut Oil Gel

111-112

105-109
RKGO 5% Coconut Oil Gel
Table 2 - Melt temperatures for neat RKG derivatives and composite gels.
As many examples of molecular oil structurants exhibit similar properties between bulk
samples and self-assembled structures it serves to characterize the intermolecular forces
between gelator molecules, and their presence or absence in gel samples157. 1H NMR
spectroscopy of the gelators in deuterated solvent reveals the disparate hydrogen
environments between the alkyl (0.86 - 2.5 ppm), glucose (2.6 - 5.0 ppm), and phenolic
hydrogen nuclei (~7ppm). Part of the planned structural design, the spatially separated
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disparate hydrogens serve to capitalize on their specific potential van der Waals
dispersive forces or hydrogen-bonding interactions. The role of hydrogen bonding
interactions are probed by varying concentration and temperature and following the shift
of the hydrogen peaks158.
As changes in the temperature clue us into either the inter- or intramolecular
hydrogen-bonding interactions, helpfully changes in the gelator concentration relating to

Figure 2 – Peak shifts in NMR solutions indicating the presence of hydrogenbonding. A shift based on the increase in temperature corresponds to either
inter- or intramolecular H-bonding, while a shift from a concentration change
represents purely intermolecular hydrogen-bonding, capable of assembling
gelator molecules in solution.
upfield peak shifts (Figure 2) indicate solely intermolecular gelator-gelator interactions.
Of note at the glucoside’s hydroxyl group hydrogens shift in response to temperature in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), and the similar shift to their broad peak in chloroform. By
changing the gelator concentration in DMSO it seems that intermolecular gelator-solvent
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interactions predominate precluding shifts in the hydroxyl peaks that are present in
chloroform.

Based on numerous experiments NMR spectra could be successfully recorded in
both the gel and sol state for deuterated solvent (Figure 3). Various temperatures and
concentrations were seen to afford shifting spectra that again corresponded to hydrogen-

Figure 3 - NMR Spectra of RKG8 mixtures in toluene. Shifting peaks indicate hydrogen
bonding that relaxes from gel to sol.

bonding, though here they can be regarded as stemming from gel-phase interactions
compared to solution phase. The gelled samples exhibited an increasingly downfield shift
in the glucose moiety’s hydrogen’s increasing with an increase in concentration and
temperature until the gel-to-sol transition (52C) at which point the peaks shift upfield
with a release of the hydrogen-bonding between molecules as the gelator molecules
disassociate.

Effect of oil and gelator selection in Oleogel preparation.
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The intermittent solubility of the glucoside gelator in oil solvents allows an invisible solid
nanocrystalline network to form for a variety of oil and organic solvents (Figure 2).
Clear, solid oleogels were formed by the dissolution of the derived gelators in oils up to
exceedingly low nanomolar concentration (<0.25 wt. % v: v), comparable to other
supergelators28. The minimum gelation concentration of the caprylate gelator was
determined by vial inversion to be 798 nM, comparable to the stearate derivative at 515
nM (table 3).

Raspberry
Ketone Glucoside

RKG8

RKG18

RKGO

Hazelnut Oil

I

G (0.26)

G (0.24)

G (0.36)

Coconut Oil

I

G (0.27)

G (0.28)

G (0.40)

Grapeseed Oil

I

G (0.25)

G (0.30)

G (0.37)

Palm Oil

I

G (0.34)

G (0.36)

G (0.47)

Jojoba Oil

I

G (0.25)

G (0.26)

G (0.44)

Hexanes

I

G (2.0)

G (0.24)

I

Mineral Oil

I

G (1.5)

G (0.24)

G (0.56)

Toluene

S

G (0.5)

G (0.36)

G (0.56)

Water

PS

I

I

I

Solvent
Edible Oils

Organic Solvents

Table 3 - Gelation, solubility and concentration data for RKG8, RKG18, and RKGO gels.
Raspberry ketone derivatives formed gels (G, minimum gelation concentration wt. % mg/mL)
in edible and most inorganic oils, were soluble (S) in polar aprotic solvents (ethyl acetate,
acetone, DMSO, methanol and ethanol), and insoluble (I) in water. The consistently low
minimum gelation concentrations in edible oils indicate a consistent gel irrespective of oil
composition.

The oleate gelator exhibited higher MGC values in oils (1.5 wt. % or 2.5 μM),
indicating the cis-double bond does not preclude gelation capability at low
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concentrations, but the RKG8 and RKG18 derivatives are more efficient gelators. The
comparable MGC values between RKG18 and RKG8 across a variety of oils may be
explained as the percolation threshold determining the minimum amount of matter to
bridge a specified domain, and represents a shift in the phase diagram of the binary
gelator solvent mixture to the sol phase. The melt temperature of the gels (Tgel) were
similar between oils with varied triglyceride profiles including a high percentage of
monounsaturated oleic acid in hazelnut oil, polyunsaturated linoleic acid grapeseed oil,
and medium-chain fatty acids: coconut and palm kernel oil are compiled (table 1).
RKG18 formed hazy and translucent oleogels in most of the oils, while RKG8 derivatives
were translucent, with the exception of coconut oleogels stored below the crystallization
temperature of the triglycerides. Comparable MGC and Tgel values indicate the
dominance of the solid gelator network that assembles in all types of edible oils
independent of the fatty acid profile table 3. High concentration (> 1 wt. %) preparations
organogels of toluene resulted strong rubbery gels, which could be sliced or cut, while
higher concentrations of the gelator in oils (>5 wt. %) resulted in precipitations of the
solid gelator. Raspberry ketone derivatives demonstrated the versatility of gelling a wide
variety of hydrophobic solvents, including edible oils, while forming sols in protic
solutions.

Figure 4 - Medium- and long-chain triglyceride oleogels (5% wt.). Left to right: RKG8, and RKG18
in hazelnut oil, RKG8 and RKG18 in grapeseed oil, RKG8 and RKG18 in red palm oil, RKG8 and
RKG18 in coconut oil, opaque gel of RKG8 in coconut oil cooled to 20ºC demonstrating opaque
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crystallized triglycerides, RKG8 in olive oil, RKG8 in jojoba ‘oil’ and RKG18 soybean oil solution
for comparison.

Polarized Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy of Oleogels and Xerogels
Examining gel samples under polarized light highlights the formation of birefringent
crystal networks that occur during the gels transition from clear oleogel to opaque
gelatinous fat (Figures 5a-c). Gel samples were prepared directly on slides to study the
crystallization of coconut oil samples over time. This optical property, which creates
rainbow color when the incident and emitted light are polarized, comes from the
anisotropic arrangement of the molecules. As a low temperature transition between an
opaque and translucent gel phase (25 – 30 ºC) corresponds to the crystallization of the
medium-chain triglycerides, it was evident that the RKG8, RKG18 and RKGO spawned
different crystal structures than those formed in neat oils, the nanostructured network
potentially acting as nucleation sites for a crystalline triglyceride crystal formation
between 24 - 32oC (figure 5b and c). Under 50x magnification, gel networks themselves
are still not visible, thus samples are prepared by evaporating solvents from organogels
and through extraction of the oil out with solvent for electron microscopy imaging
(Figure 5d-f).
A)

B)

C)
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D)

E)

F)

Figure 5a-f - Top row, left to right: polarized optical microscopy images of neat coconut oil, RKG8
coconut oil gel crystals at 1 hour, RKG8 coconut oil gel crystals after 72 hours. Bottom row, left to
right: scanning electron microscopy images of RKG8 xerogel after extracting a coconut oil gel in
hexanes, and a close-up of the fibrous network, last a evaporated toluene organogel which displays
sheet like ribbons of gelator fibers.

Lyophilized structures indicate a collapsed network of solid gelator (figure 5d)
while the gelator networks from evaporated samples tangle to form web-like fibers
(figure 5e). The best indication of a lamellar structure comes from RKG8 toluene gels,
which are slowly evaporated, compared to the fast drying during lyophilization. Ribbonlike fibrils (figure 5f) are also seen in extracted RKG18 fibers. The obvious structural
changes are an indication that further techniques and sample preparation methods must be
developed for imaging soft materials, despite the strength of the entire gel structure, the
network is no match for solvent forces distorting the micro- and nanoscopic topology.

Hydrogen Bonding by FTIR and 1H NMR Spectroscopy
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Figure 6 - FTIR Spectra of Oleogel and bulk gelators samples. Top to bottom: RKG18, and RKG8 bulk
powders, RKG8 5% Coconut Oil Gel, and neat coconut oil samples. Left: the hydrogen-bonding region
displays weak peaks in the gel spectrum, comparable to those noted in oleogel samples29. Right: Carbonyl
peak shifts to higher energy indicating hydrogen bonding.

The infrared spectroscopic characterization of neat oils, gelators, and composite gels
highlights the role of hydrogen bonding interactions in the gels. Characteristic of the oil,
oleogels and gelators are the strong saturated fatty acid carbonyl stretch at 1753, 1750,
and 1740 and cm-1 respectively. Oils, gelators and the composite oleogels all present
intense methylene stretches at 2918 and 2850 cm-1, which dwarf the methyl stretch at
2955 cm-1 as the fatty acid chain length increases (figure 6). Present in both the gelator
and gel, and expectedly absent in the oil sample were broad O-H absorptions indicating
intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Of the two broad O-H stretches in the RKG8 and
RKG18 samples gelator sample at 3500 and 3200 cm-1 only the higher frequency peak
appears as a weak and broad band in the oleogel spectrum (figure 6). Absorbing between
3504 and 3442 cm-1, the oleogel’s O-H stretch indicates the presence hydrogen bonding
interactions in the gel network similar to those in the bulk form. Intermolecular hydrogen
bonds, along with dispersive van der Waals forces serve to stabilize a solid crystalline
network dispersed throughout the oil. This corresponds with the gelator’s solubility in
polar protic solvents, the intermolecular solvent-gelator hydrogen bonding disrupts
gelator-gelator interactions preventing network formation159. Indicative of increased
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hydrogen bonding and weakened O-H bonds is a decrease in the absorption frequency
relating to increased inductive effects. A decrease in the absorption of the carbonyl peak
in oleogel samples from neat oil indicates the influence of the hydrogen-bonding gelator.
In addition to the shift between the gel and its components, comparing the two neat
RKG8 and RKG18 gelator’s hydrogen bonding peaks, respectively 3493 and 3206 cm-1,
and 3489 and 3247 cm-1 indicates subtle changes in the intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
The difference between RKG8 and RKG18’s FTIR spectrum indicate the ability to tailor
the nature of a gel’s intermolecular hydrogen bonding forces by varying gelator structure,
but not necessarily adding or removing hydrogen bonding functional groups, instead
affecting intermolecular interactions by merely changing saturated fatty acid tail length.
In NMR, as an increase of concentration or decrease in temperature shifts the
secondary alcohol doublets, δ = 3.72 to 3.64 and 3.60 ppm respectively, the former
indicating the importance of intermolecular hydrogen bonding.158 These non-covalent
interactions serve to stabilize the gel network, affording them the ability to structure a
range of liquids into solid viscoelastic gels.

Circular Dichroism of Toluene Gels
By polarizing the ultraviolet light,
which is passed through the gel
samples, it is thus possible to study
whether or not there is a handed
nature to both the molecules in the
assembly and if their assembly is
Figure 7 - CD Spectra of gelator monomer,
toluene gels, and hot solutions (60oC)
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handed itself. The evident peaks at ~300 nm represent the phenol at the end of the gelator
molecule. While this species is itself not chiral, it’s proximity to the chirality within the
molecule allows it to preferentially absorb one handedness of the incoming light. As
evident by curve of the monomer dispersed in solution (Figure 7) and as expected, the
chiral carbohydrate causes a peak to appear. Next it can be seen that the assembly itself is
handed as there is a great decrease in the absorption of the signal when the system is
allowed to cool and form a gel highlighting the chiral gelator and chiral architecture
which modeled as we shall see. Toluene was used for these experiments due to its optical
clarity in the gel state.

Molecular Configuration from Powder X-Ray Diffraction
By examining peak location and intensity of the bulk gelator, neat gels, and extracted
fibers from gel samples it is possible to classify the structure of the gel network, and
observe the effect of sample preparation. Small angle power diffraction (1-10º) probes
nanometer length longitudinal molecular packing, indicative in certain lipidic systems of
bilayer thickness. Wide-angle powder diffraction (5-45º) reveals information on crystal
polymorph short-range structuring, and the maximum intermolecular distance.
Polymorphs of the RKG8 gelator from clear crystal samples grown in water-acetone
mixtures and opaque bulk gelator from methanol exhibit distinctive spectrums. While all
self-assembled gel samples and extracted fibers diffract indicating spacings of 2.98 ± .02
nm, crystalline samples display another long range peak at 3.30 nm, telling of
multidimensional long range crystal growth compared to the single-dimension growth
specific to self-assembled systems. Neat samples of the oils and fats absorbed broadly
between 15 and 25º, as did the bulk RKG8 and RKG18 gelators indicative of amorphous
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short-range ordering. Between RKG8 and RKG18 spectrum, the expected increase in in
the longitudinal spacing of 11 Å corresponds to the increase in chain length between
caprylic and stearic acid. In comparing oleogels samples to structured oils and fats it is
possible to classify the gel network’s polymorphic phase. Identified by strong lines at 4.2
and 3.8 Å, a β’ conformation of the lipidic amphiphiles indicates a kinetically controlled
meta-stable structure compared to more and less stable forms, β and α respectively.31
Similar to lamellar arrangements of glyceride systems,154 a β’ classification combined
with the longitudinal spacing indicates a collection of angled amphiphiles stacking to
form a bilayer structure. After determining the length of the energy-minimized gelator
structure through simple molecular modeling calculations it is possible to propose a
molecular configuration for the gelator network combining the information on fatty acid
lamellar packing, intermolecular hydrogen bonding and modeling (Figure 8).

Figure 8 - Top to bottom: Wide Angle X-ray Powder Diffraction of 5% RKG8 coconut oil gel, 5%
RKG8 cyclohexane gel, bulk RKG8, crystalline RKG8, RKG8 fibers extracted from a coconut oil gel,
and RKG18 fibers extracted from a grapeseed oil gel. Notable are the Bragg reflections at even
spacing sin the bulk RKG8 and cyclohexane gel sample, and the broad short range ordering band at
wider angles centered 20°. Notable in the gel samples are the peaks ~21° and ~23° indicating a β’
conformation, while fiber samples display no diffraction at 21°.
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Due to the relatively low signal given by the dispersed gel network much work
has been done to sample neat gel structures from air dried gels, xerogels, and extracted
gel fibers. Unlike volatile oil samples, which may be easily lyophilized, oil samples may
be easily extracted into compatible organic solvents leaving behind the gel network.
Extracting clear oleogels with hexanes yields a solution of self-assembled structures with
peaks corresponding to those found in the bulk gelator sample. Compared to the oleogel
samples, extracted fibers diffracted at slightly higher 2θ values, indicating a more
compact bilayer structure. Hexanes, a rather non-polar mixture of structural isomers may
serve to form bulk structures due to hydrophobic forces with the glucoside’s secondary
hydroxyl groups. The resultant fibers lack the 4.2 Å diffraction, indicating a change in
conformation of assembly, perhaps to a more compact polymorph (table 4).
Wide Angle
(Maximum
intermolecular distance)

XRPD

Small Angle
(Molecular packing)

Gelator

Angle (2θ)

Distance
(Å)

Peaks (Å)

Hump(s) (Å)

RKG8 Crystal

3.30

26.7

7.41, 5.90, 5.11, 4.23, 3.71,
3.53, 2.96

N/A

RKG8 Bulk

2.99

29.6

7.10, 5.94, 5.16, 4.39, 3.74,
3.64, 3.54, 2.96

4.38

RKG8 Fibres

2.99

29.6

7.08, 5.93, 4.24, 3.83, 3.73

4.24

RKG8 Gel

2.96

29.8

4.23, 4.06, 3.76

8.59, 4.43

Table 4 - Wide-angle powder diffraction data for bulk gelators, an organogel and oleogel,
and extracted fibers for comparison.
Effect of Concentration and Oil type on Mechanical Gel Properties
Oscillatory rheometry elucidated an increase in gel strength corresponding to an
increase in gelator concentration. Though it has been demonstrated that the gel point
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doesn’t always correspond with the crossover point of the elastic and viscous moduli
(which more accurately represents the beginning of stochastic nucleation) oscillatory
strain sweep rheometry of the coconut oil gels demonstrates a marked increase in the
position (% strain) of the crossover point corresponding to an increased gel concentration
(figure 9a)160. This indicates that the concentrated gels require greater deformations to
disrupt the gel network than more dilute gels. It can also been seen that the storage
moduli increases with an increase in gel concentration indicating the elastic and stability
properties of the gel depend of the concentration of the gel (figure 9b).
A)

B
)

Figure 9A - Oscillatory rheometry of coconut oleogels. Strain sweep curve of various coconut oleogel
concentrations to highlight the effect of concentration of gel strength. B) Frequency sweep in the
linear viscoelastic region of the same oleogels indicating the gelatinous nature of the binary mixture.

The storage moduli of coconut oil gels are seen to scale as a function of
frequency. To examine the firmness, or tolerance of the gel to external forces a frequency
sweep was conducted within the linear viscoelastic region1. Indicating that the samples
remain in a gel state, the larger magnitude of the storage modulus was seen to increase
with an increase in frequency, while the viscous moduli remained relatively unchanged
(figure 9b). Indicative of junction zones between fibers in the gel network, the relatively
unscaled curves for the dilute gels indicate fewer junction notes, the gel network in turn
consisting of fewer entangled nanostructures.
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Coconut oleogels (1% wt.) prepared from different sources of coconut oil were
compared to investigate the effect of oil refining on gelation and processing. Strain and
frequency sweep curves of unrefined and refined coconut oleogels exhibited similar
elastic and viscous moduli curves. Combined with MGC and Tgel data, it serves to further
the idea that the self-assembled bilayer nanostructures are relatively independent of the
composition of the oil solvent and are relatively versatile gelators for a variety of natural
edible oils.
The effect of solvent composition on the strength of the gels was examined
through the rheological examination of gel of varying oleic acid concentration. As it can
be imagined that the presence of cis double bond kinks in the triglycerides provides for a
more liquid system resistant to crystallization, it may serve that this affects the nature of
the resultant gels. As seen in figure 10 below there is an increase in gel strength with an
increase in saturated fatty acid content (grapeseed < olive < coconut oil in % oleic acid
concentration). This indicated that one could tailor the strength of the gel with the
selection of solvent.

Figure 10 – Strain sweeps of three different oil gels indicating the impact of solvent selection
on gel strength.

Gel Stability and Shelf Life
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As the gelator molecules self-assemble to form a crystalline network, the cooling rate of
the gel can greatly affect the microstructure of this self-assembly. By controlling the
cooling rate as the mixture transitions from gel to sol the crystalline architecture may be
controlled. It has been previously demonstrated that slower cooling rates favor epitaxial
growth leading to a finer mono disperse crystalline system. Particular to the coconut gel
samples the gel phase is comprised of two distinct phases: a clear and a white opaque gel,
which are separated by a broad melting point (22-27ºC). In the transparent gels coconut
oil triglycerides crystallize trapped within the gel network, and blooms form an opaque
below room temperature. This thermoreversible coconut oil crystallization is kinetically
delayed compared to neat oil samples which become translucent but remain liquid for
hours at room temperature. While long chain oleate and stearate derivatives only formed
translucent gels, the clear transparent coconut oil gels served to be stable over long
periods at room temperature (>6 months) at low concentrations (~0.5%). Gelator
molecules in higher concentration samples (2.5-5 wt. %) stored at an elevated
temperature displayed a tendency to aggregate to the air-gel interface forming a solid
sponge-like disc, while lower concentration gels (0.25 - 2.0 wt. %) remained stable.

3.4 - Conclusions
The adaptable synthesis, coupled with the versatility of the raspberry ketone glucoside
derivatives to gelate a variety of a protic liquids suggest small molecule gelation may
prove to be a powerful alternative to current oil processing methods. The oleogels β’
conformation of the gels indicates a desirable polymorph in edible food application, with
preferred mouthfeel and texture117. In addition to structural and mechanical properties, it
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is important to determine the biocompatibility of these novel molecular gelators. By
programming functionality into biocompatible surfactants, it may be wholly possible to
tailor formulations from the bottom up. As consumer products exist as complex mixtures
of raw materials, the exceedingly low concentration of gelator needed to solidify large
quantities of oil may serve to allow products to contain less filler, and more active
ingredients. Of the utmost importance will be to develop protocols to determine the safety
of novel species, focusing especially on their nanosized components. Though the
materials are derived from nature, any artificial ingredient must undergo rigorous testing
to avoid the complications developed with comparable structuring agents.
As more and more chemicals generally recognized as safe are removed from
consumer products, it is important that their replacements, the next generation of
functional chemicals serve to improve upon economic, and importantly, environmental
costs. Developing soft functional materials from biomass serves not to limit the variety of
chemical progress, but rather to use biomimesis as inspiration. Structured oils and fats,
long at the forefront of the battle for healthy hearts, with the ban of trans-fats represent
the continued need for research into soft matter. Furthermore, by studying natural
products and their derivatives, research may serve to inform us on the chemistry of
natural systems, and subsequently help serve to develop healthful eco-friendly
alternatives to conventional rheology modifiers.
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Chapter 4: Next Generation Thixotropic Biodiesel Fuels

4.0 Abstract
The use of biobased replacements as a substitute for conventional petroleum fuels has
gained stead in the past decade due to their valued sustainability. Recently, due to the
environmental harm caused by fuel spills, there has been an increased focus on
efficacious spilled fuel remediation, yet little work has been done to develop progressive
fuel alternatives to traditional fuels without the deleterious characteristics of the liquid
petroleum based fuels. This study serves to detail the formulation and rheological
characterization of thixotropic biodiesel gelled fuel mixtures (0.46 – 2.0 wt. %) with a
gelator itself derived from biodiesel, which might one day may be used in place of liquid
fuels in the form of a semi-solid smart material alternative. The biobased gellant serves to
impress the variety and functionality of materials that may be derived from renewable
and waste resources as a value-added product that is responsive to shear and temperature.
Furthermore the use of milling to disperse the gelator allowing for gelation presents itself
as a viable alternative technique for gelling mixtures without high temperatures. Through
the development of novel advanced materials and safer processing alternatives to
conventional hazardous systems it may be possible to develop disruptive innovations to
upend current unsustainable problems.

4.1 Introduction
Biodiesel represents the first step in a long journey towards the continued development of
sustainable fossil fuel alternatives.55 Derived from natural oils the mixture of fatty acid
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methyl or ethyl esters, called biodiesel, is one of the first generation biofuels that has
already gained a foothold in the market place offering consumers a more sustainable way
to fuel their vehicles.20 Biodiesel represents the paradigm shift in fuel development
following the incorporation of green chemical principles in its design. Biodiesel serves to
close the loop of spent edible oils
providing for a cradle-to-cradle lifecycle
(figure 1). Thus the commercialization of
biodiesel represents a great success not
only in the progress of green fuels, but
also in the practice of the biorefinery
model

a

ideology.12

lesser-known

sustainable
Figure 10 - Comparison of petroleum refinery to
biorefinery model on a biological timescale.

The biorefinery model, a chemical processing model analogous to the petroleum
refinery but with biomass feedstocks was the basis of early anthropomorphic chemical
processes.9 With the inception of industrial organic chemistry in the late 19th century
industry took a widely available and valorizable feedstock, petroleum and its derivatives,
and began to manufacture the variety of products we continue to use today.1 It is now
understood that because these methods are unsustainable due to the non-renewability of
petroleum resources on biological timescales that we should revert back to a biobased
economy, thus following the biorefinery model.161
The fact that biodiesel comes from naturally renewable resources but may also be
derived from waste makes it sustainable in multiple different ways. This is a strong
indicator that the next generation of biofuels can also be developed following both the
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biorefinery method and numerous principles of green chemistry.13 While biodiesel
represents a great leap forward from traditional petroleum derived fuels its similar
physical and chemical properties make it a choice substitute but also equally
disadvantageous when we look at a major environmental impact of its use: fuel spills.162
One of the largest issues with oils and fuels comes from the fact that they are
freely flowing liquids. Despite this advantage when transporting the liquid within a
engine these systems have been known to spill into the environment with great ecological
consequence.3 Between commercial oil tanker spills, and smaller scale fuel spills the
spilling of these highly hydrophobic liquids makes them treacherous to the environment
and of great concern.51,163 One potential alternative to using liquid fuels would be to use
solid-like fuels which have an infinitely high viscosity and thus do not flow on reasonable
time scale.164 There exist already numerous engines, notably those used in rockets, which
run on solid or gelled fuels.165–167 While it may seem greatly impractical to use a solid
form of these liquids there have been a host of smart materials developed recently which
impart liquids with solid like properties.114,168–170 The advantage of these smart materials
is that it is possible to easily transform these formulations between the two phases of
matter. These smart materials can be programmed to recognize when the system should
flow like a liquid or remain solid and thus present as interesting potential alternatives to
conventional fuels.
Traditionally fuels are thickened and gelled with fumed silica, or hydrophobically
modified cellulose polymers, which may require up to 5-15% gellant by weight to
solidify mixtures.126,127 As one of the advantages of solid fuels is increased energy
density it would be advantageous to increase the fuel to gellant ratio even further.126 To
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look towards materials which may respond actively and smartly to stimuli and
demonstrate an increase in gelation efficiency one can look to a class of molecules which
have spurred recent research interest: molecular gelators.168
Molecular gels comprised mainly of solvent and typically <5% gelator by weight
represent an interesting class of smart functional materials as they are partly composed of
highly efficacious small molecules which may be tailored to have stimuli-responsive
properties. Many molecular gels may be triggered into a gel and liquid state with a
change in chemical species, mechanical shear or temperature.46,171,172 These properties
can be easily taken advantage of to have molecular gels of fuels flow, or remain in place
as desired. Solid-like molecular gels not only don’t spill, but using molecular gelators to
gel spilled liquids is a valuable method for spilled oil and fuel cleanup.173,174 While gelled
fuels have been studied for use in rocket applications there have been no attempts to gel
common fuels for study.56,175 By gelling a variety of fuels with multifunctional gelators it
may be possible to develop next generation smart fuels without the disadvantages of
current systems.
Thixotropy, the property of viscous systems to become less viscous and thin, or
flow under shear, and then thicken again in its absence, can be leveraged to create stimuli
responsive materials.107,176,177 Thus using shear as a stimuli to manage, and gel mixtures
must be understood for true control to be had over these functional materials.
Of the utmost importance in the development of next generation materials is the
creation of sustainable value-added materials. Just as the fuels themselves may be derived
from waste and natural resources it should serve that the additives, here gellants, are
likewise synthesized from biomass and waste resources. In an effort to develop smart
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materials there should be no reason that using biobased resources limits our development
of value added formulations, in fact it should serve to inspire the study of biomimetic
systems, as they are derived from natural resources. Following the biorefinery model and
principles of green chemistry together it is possible to create wholly sustainable products
through sustainable processes that is the ultimate goal of green chemistry.
Herein we describe the gelation of biodiesel and biodiesel-diesel mixtures with a
small molecule gellant derived from an aromatic glucoside and biodiesel. Despite the
array of fatty acids present in the biodiesel mixture rheological studies demonstrate that
robust gels may be formed and demonstrate the ability to reversibly transform between
the solid and liquid state in response to mechanical shear. This inherent thixotropy is
discussed in relation to the development of functional gelled fuels.

4.2 Materials and Methods
Raspberry ketone glucoside was purchased from Brilliance Beijing Company (Beijing,
China). Biodiesel was received as a gift from the Tristate Biodiesel Corporation (Hunts
Point, NY). Diesel was purchased from a local gas station (Bronx, NY). Hexanes
(Certified) and ethyl acetate (99.5% for analysis) were purchased from Thermo Fisher
Scientific (Waltham, MA) and used without further purification. Acetone (Certified ACS)
from Thermo Fisher Scientific was distilled over calcium chloride before use.

Raspberry Ketone Glucoside Ester Gelator: In a 500 mL screw-cap Erlenmeyer flask
solid Novozyme 435 lipase catalyst (0.3 g/mmol glucoside) was added to mixture of
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raspberry ketone glucoside (2.0 mmol, 0.652 g), and biodiesel (2.03 mL) in 60 mL dried
acetone8a. The reaction proceeded in an orbital shaker at 250 rpm, at 50ºC. The reaction
was monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) with an ethyl acetate eluent and
visualized using 5% sulfuric acid and gentle heating. After 24 hours the bottom glucoside
spot (Rf = 0.1) faded slightly and a broad product spot appeared (Rf = 0.4). Before the
solution is allowed to cool to room temperature the enzymes are filtered out and rinsed
with acetone until the washings show no further product on TLC before they are air dried
and stored for reuse. Acetone is evaporated from the filtrate leaving behind a crude solid
mixture of glucoside ester product (35% yield), unreacted biodiesel (Rf = 0.8) and fatty
acid (Rf = 0.7). The solid mixture is triturated thrice with 50 mL hexanes at 50 ºC to
remove excess biodiesel from the opaque light green bulk solid. The product is then
dissolved in 25 mL methanol, and adsorbed by evaporation onto 5.0 grams of silica gel
before being spread onto a short silica plug (40.0 grams). The column is eluted once with
200 mL 1:1 ethyl acetate: hexanes and then with 200 mL ethyl acetate and the solvent
evaporated from the second fraction via rotary evaporation to afford the pure glucoside
ester product.

Biodiesel derived Raspberry Ketone Glucoside Gelator: 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ
7.07 (d, J = 9.4 Hz, 2H), 6.93 (d, 2H), 5.43-5.26 (m, 2H), 4.82 (d, 1H), 4.46-4.24 (m,
2H), 3.73-3.36 (m, 5H), 2.90-2.63 (dt, 4H), 2.40-2.25 (t, 2H), 2.17-1.92 (m, 6H), 1.60 (t,
3H), 1.46-1.07 (t, 20H), 1.04-0.74 (t, 3H) 13C-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): δ 208.5, 174.9,
155.8, 135.9, 129.7, 118.1, 116.4, 102.3, 100.1, 72.1, 65.5, 63.5, 47.3, 45.7, 26.9, 13.2
MS ESI [MNa+] (for oleate product) calc. 613.38 found 613.3590
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Spectroscopic Characterization of the Gelator Mixture
Pure glucoside-ester was dissolved in deuterated solvent (20 mg in 1 mL CDCl3) and
spectra recorded on a 300 MHz Bruker NMR Spectrometer. Samples were directly placed
onto an ATR-FTIR Nicolet Spectrometer and imaged between 600 and 4000 cm-1.
Scanning Electron and Polarized Optical Microscopy of Gel Fibers
As scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques do not currently allow direct imaging
of gel samples, fibers were extracted from biodiesel gels by washing with hexanes (50mL
per mL of gel) three times. The resultant fibers were allowed to dry and coated with
carbon before imaging on a Zeiss Supra 55 SEM. The same samples preparation
technique was used to image fibers via optical microscopy on a Leica DFC 280 Polarized
Optical Microscope.

Rheological Measurements
Dynamic rheological measurements were performed on a strain-controlled rheometer,
ARES-G2, with a cone and plate geometry (0.0201 radian, and 25 mm diameter with 45
um truncation gap. Nearly 0.5 mL was loaded onto the plate and the excess trimmed off.
Gel samples were presheared remove any loading history for 5 minutes at 25°C. Yield
strain,

y,

was examined by performing oscillatory strain sweep measurements from 0.01

to 100% deformation with a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. Oscillatory frequency sweep
measurements were performed in the frequency domain of 0.01−10 Hz with a constant
strain of 0.1% (determined to be within the linear viscoelastic regime for all studied
samples). Temperature steps were run under the same condition as the frequency sweeps
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above to determine gel strength as a function of temperature. Thixotropy measurements
made using the same oscillatory strain sweep experiments run in series with no pause
between sweeps, this was to determine the effect of recovery time on gel strength and
thixotropy. Temperature ramps were run at a constant strain on 0.01% and a frequency of
1 Hz. Steady shear rheology was performed at 25°C and consisted of a shear rate ramp up
from 1 to 500 (1/s) followed by reverse ramp down. Shear rates above 500 could not be
achieved without spilling material from the instrument.

4.3 Results and Discussion
Synthesis and Gelation: The synthesis of the biobased gelator followed a lipase mediated
heterogeneous catalytic method similar to those published for other gelators.10,46,172 In
this system both the product and process are green. The synthesis follows a simple
catalytic pathway and uses safe solvents while the product is derived from renewable and
waste resources and is designed for degradation. In this case by following the biorefinery
model and using non-aqueous enzyme catalysis the product is inherently designed for
degradation through a back reaction with enzyme in an aqueous environment to afford
two non-toxic byproducts. In fact the presence of water was seen to limit the synthesis
necessitating the drying of the acetone solvent before use. While it is overly simplistic to
merit a systems ‘greenness’ based on the number of green chemistry principles it
incorporates, it is our goal to develop both processes and products which are multifaceted
in their sustainability, rendering them complexly green in that they strive to not merely
tradeoff qualities that make them sustainable. The authors believe that by merging the
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goals of the biorefinery with those of the principles of green chemistry it is wholly
possible to develop truly sustainable materials and methods.

Scheme 2 – Synthesis of gelator mixture for biofuel gelation.

The relatively low yield of the reaction, 35%, is to be met with the fact that the
starting materials may be easily recycled for reuse. During the hexane wash the biodiesel
is recovered and a third elution of the dry column yields pure raspberry ketone glucoside
in ethyl acetate. When each of these solvents is evaporated the starting materials may be
reused.
The gelator itself is a glassy green solid, which is easily gelled into a variety of
biodiesel mixtures. The minimum gelation concentration (MGC) of the gelator as
determined by vial inversion method was found to be 0.46 weight % (mg gelator/mL
solvent) in pure biodiesel thus earning it the title of supergelator (MGC <1%) alongside a
few other molecular gelators.106,178,179 Gels of biodiesel were remarkably clear while gels
of biodiesel/diesel mixtures were translucent.
Liquid chromatography-mass spectroscopy of the gelator product indicates it is a
mixture of compounds comprised of esters with a similar composition of fatty acids as
that of the biodiesel evidenced by gas chromatography. The biodiesel mixture is
comprised mainly of oleic acid methyl ester (>85%) with small amounts of palmitic
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(8.3%), stearic acid methyl ester (4.2%),
and less than once percent arachidic, 13eicosenoic, and myristic acid methyl
esters as determined by GC-MS (figure
1).
Figure 11 - Gas Chromatogram of Biodiesel Fraction

Optical and Electron Microscopy
Probing the nanoscopic and microscopic arrangements reveals the hierarchical structures
which form due to the self-assembly of gelator molecules in solution. While the sample
preparation of these systems serves to aggregate these assemblies even further, evidence
of the crystalline fibrils, which form larger, fibers become clear using polarized optical
microscopy (POM) and electron microscope techniques. Investigating the samples by
POM reveals birefringent structures with an anisotropy due to the configuration of the
gelator molecules. These systems show as different colors in POM and changes in the
hue can be noted as boundaries between crystalline species. Though these species consist
of the same molecular configuration their three-dimensional arrangement in space affords
the beautiful colors seen in figure 3. If these systems are allowed to aggregate over

A

B

Figure 3 – POM images of gel fibers (a) and compacted gelator (b). Scale bar is 150
micron.
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several weeks crystalline leafs can be seen to form comprised of long individual fiber
components.
Scanning electron microscopy reveals the presence of individual fibrils, which
congregate for form larger fibers just as individual strands makeup a string. Sampled
dried under vacuum show a smooth surface pulled tight over cord-like structures, which
bend over the surface and intertwine (Figure 4). Below the smooth surface of these are
the presence of more fibers, which can be seen to split into smaller strands. When
samples are air-dried they exhibit particle-coated fibers of small dimensions (0.6 micron
vs. 20 micron for vacuum dried samples), which form a network encompassing the
sample. While it seems likely that some of these structures (particularly the larger
aggregates) are a result of the sample preparation, the smaller fibers are structures that
likely arise due to self-assembly, as evident in numerous other gelator systems.97,102
Understanding the gel microstructure is important when developing these systems for
varied applications.

Figure 4 – Scanning Electron Micrographs of vacuum and air-dried samples of Raspberry
Ketone Glucoside Biodiesel Gelator fibers extracted from a biodiesel gel.

Rheology and Thixotropy
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Understanding the mechanical nature of molecular gels is of the utmost importance in an
attempt to determine viable applications for these viscoelastic systems. To better
understand gel microstructure and behavior rheological measurements were conducted on
a variety of molecular gel samples of varying gelator concentration and solvent
composition. The storage, G’, and loss,
G’’, moduli which respectively represent
the elastic (solid) and viscous (liquid)
behavior of the system of the gel were
monitored over a variety of temperatures
and deformation profiles to clarify the
gel’s

response

to

Figure 5- Determination of Linear Viscoelastic Region:
Strain Dependence of G’ and G’’

temperature

fluctuations and applied strains. These
will serve to indicate the strength and
robustness of the gel in addition to its
phase and nature of response supported
by viscometry (shear thinning, shear

Figure 6 - Effect of solvent of G' and G''

thickening, etc.).
In order to accurately examine the
mechanical

properties

and

thus

determine morphological relationships
experiments must be conducted within
the linear viscoelastic region, and thus
for a range of concentrations and gelled

Figure 7 - Temperature Ramps of 2% Diesel Gel
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solvents this region is determined by sweeping the strain (% deformation) and keeping
static the frequency of the deformation (1 Hz). Three concentrations were examined; of
2.0, 1.0 and 0.5 weight percentages (wt. %) gelator in biodiesel, and four different fuel
compositions were explored as solvents at 1 wt. %. Mixtures of biodiesel and diesel
(50/50, 20/80, and 5/95 volume) were chosen based on representative compositions sold
to consumers labeled B50, B20 and B5 respectively. Static temperature measurements
were recorded at 25°C for all of the samples.
It can be seen in Figure 5 that the linear viscoelastic region for biodiesel gels extends
to about 1% strain for the 2 wt. % gel, and not far beyond 0.1% for the 0.5 wt. %
indicating that with a higher concentration of gelator exists a gel network that is able to
take stronger deformations before transitioning to a liquid state. This transition is evident
when the G’’ loss modulus overtakes that of the G’ storage modulus, called the crossover
point, and is an indicator of the gel-sol transition. Measuring the mechanical strength
(yield strain) required to transition the gels is of importance to better understand how gel
formulations will respond to force that may be required to push the fuel forward inside an
engine. A gel that requires too high a deformation will not easily be spread while too
small a yield value indicates a weak gel that oozes not holding it’s shape. This gel to sol
transition is of key importance in developing a smart fuel which transitions between the
solid-like and liquid-like states.
Once the linear viscoelastic region has been determined it is common to examine the
frequency dependence of the gels within this region to determine their viscoelastic
response. All four fuel compositions exhibit similarly shaped strain sweep curves though
the biodiesel gel demonstrated the highest G’ values at nearly 10,000 Pa above those for
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of 50/50 biodiesel/diesel. The higher magnitude of the biodiesel gel indicates a stronger
gel likely due to a more viscous solvent (Figure 6). The strength of the gels increases
with a decrease in diesel composition as evident in figure 6. It can also be seen that each
of the curves exhibit a frequency dependence, noted to be a result of the fluidity of the
junction nodes between fibrils.176
Similar to oleogels made from other carbohydrate alkanoates, sorbitan monostearate
(SMS) and rapeseed oil, the G’ curves follow a power-law relationship with slopes
around 0.25 between frequencies of 1 and 10 Hz.116 Interestingly unlike comparable
oleogels the G’’ values exhibit no minimum or ‘plateau region’ in the duration of the
sweeps (Figure 6). As the plateau region is typical of entangled polymers systems this
seems to indicate that unlike the worm-like micelles of SMS systems as the gel networks
of these gels are more crystalline in nature the G’’ have static values similar to mannitol
dicaprylate systems.46 The behavior of the G’ curves as a function of frequency indicate a
strengthening of the gel, or it’s tensing up in response to an increased frequency for
deformation.
Figure 7 demonstrates the influence of temperature on G’ and G’’ for 2% biodiesel
gels. Expectantly there is a decrease in gel strength with an increase in temperature. It is
also evident that the elastic and viscous character of the gel systems is not greatly
affected by temperature, as the general features of the curves remain consistent
throughout the range of temperatures.
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In an effort to examine the thermal gel
to sol transition (Tgel) temperature sweeps
were

conducted

to

determine

the

temperature at which the phase change
occurs (Figure 8). In response to an
increase in temperature it can be seen the
structural integrity of the gel holds up until

Figure 8- Temperature Ramps to determine Tgel

roughly 75 °C in all three of the gel
concentrations. After this the G’ and G’’
begin to decrease until they cross at the gel
to sol transition point. It can clearly be seen
that with an increase in gel concentration
comes an increase in the Tgel with 0.5, 1, and
2 wt. % samples transitioning at 84, 93 and

Figure 9 – Deformation and reformation with a
pause between sweeps curves for 1.0 wt. %
Biodiesel Gel demonstrating thixotropic response.

102 °C respectively. This serves to demonstrate
that an easy way of tuning gel systems to
match desired applications is by changing
gel concentration. If one were to design a
fuel system in which gelled fuels are
burned, it can be imagined that a low
concentration but still structurally sound gel

Figure 10 – Repetitive strain sweeps with no
pause before reformation of a 0.5% biodiesel
gel demonstrating partial recovery of the gel
system.
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is used. Gels at 0.5 wt. % just above the minimum gelation concentration demonstrated
robust gel behavior any may be strong candidates for fuel systems melting at lower more
reasonably achieved temperatures.
Most interestingly biodiesel and all composite gel samples exhibited a thixotropic
response to deformations as demonstrated in figure 9 for 1.0 wt. % biodiesel gels.27,107,180
While macroscopically these gels do not exhibit self-healing or resetting properties much
like other novel molecular gelators in gel systems their microstructural ability to reform
is seen as the G’ curve is able to recover fully after a period of rest.181 The same cycling
test ramping up strain from 0.1 to 100% when performed without a rest period as seen in
figure 10 for the 0.5% gel demonstrates how integral the resetting period is to the
thixotropic nature: the decrease in G’ from 850 to 750 Pa indicating a partially reformed
gel network. Moreover the gel network represents a partial resetting under periodic
deformations without pause as the G’ fully recovers to 750 Pa time and time again. This
seems to indicate that the gel systems are capable of microstructural rearrangements such
as reforming junctions, congruent with the fluidity of the nodes as mentioned above. This
property

making

them

interesting

candidates for systems requiring stable
complex and reversible viscoelasticity
over

time

like

tribological

or

lubricating fluids. Furthermore, the
fact that the G’ curves fully recover,
even if only to a slightly lower value,
but still above that of the G’’, seems to

Figure 11 - Steady shear rheology of two biodiesel gel
mixtures.
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indicate that the nanoscopic gel network is unable to be mechanically sheared to a fully
disrupted state and likely reforms on exceedingly short timescales.
Another test, which reveals the thixotropic nature, comes from steady shear
rheology of the mixtures. This is performed by ramping the shear rate up and then back
down as seen in figure 11. The hysteresis, the gap between the two curves is most evident
in the more concentrated 2 wt. % sample and indicates a thixotropic fluid. It can be seen
that the gelled mixtures behave as a non-Newtonian fluid as the viscosity decreases with
an increase in shear rate. The effect of the gellant on the gel’s hysteresis is not as
significant as compared to the several orders of magnitude difference for fumed silica
samples, but it can be easily identified for higher concentrations of gellant.127 Similar to
fumed silica gels the amount of gelator (wt. %) effects the degree of thixotropy evidenced
by the smaller hysteresis loop in the 0.5 wt. % sample compared to the 2 wt. % sample.
This thixotropy makes the gelled mixtures interesting materials for potential smart
fuels. As temperature may not always a feasible stimuli to regulate fuel flow in an engine
system, applied shear would be a more favorable stimuli when discussing gelled fuels
because they would reasonably need to be pushed towards the engine regardless, at which
point a programmed system at a higher stress would cause the gel to flow like a liquid
until the pressure is released. The next step for these gels would be to develop a fuel
engine that is able to processes the gelled material perhaps through an atomization
technique seen in other systems, or through a new mechanism which takes full advantage
of the thixotropic nature.165 Regardless of their use as fuels, these interesting smart
materials present as viable additives to a range of hydrophobic liquids.
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While other alternatives to conventional fuels, particularly electrical fuel cells are
the dominant focus of advanced science research it serves the academic and economic
communities to examine a wide variety of potential solutions to the disadvantages that
plague our current fuel options. Above and beyond the potential creation of actual gel
fuel based engines exists the continued development of green materials, including those
that are developed from renewable and waste resources and especially those, like
biodiesel, which cover both categories. As the future is not only inherited from past but
leased from future generations it serves to provide them with a bevy of sustainable
possibilities for their employment.
While G’ values for biodiesel gels are higher than those of methylcellulose gelled
ethanol propellants, the ethanol gels have yield strains ten times those of the biodiesel
gels at ten times the concentration of gelator.182 Biodiesel gels also demonstrate similar
viscometry in steady shear experiments to silica gelled hydrogen peroxide, and viscosities
two orders of magnitude higher than those of a diesel fuel substitute (Jet Propellant-8)
also gelled with silica between 4 and 7 percent by weight.127,183 One important next step
will be to understand the combustion profile of these gels.

4.4 Conclusions
Here we have demonstrated a facile and sustainable synthesis of a thixotropic gellant,
which can be used to gel fuel mixtures. It should serve as a value-added product derived
from waste and for the development of potentially viable smart materials. Current
sustainable alternatives may feasibly be used as inspiration for the next generation of
sustainable materials and methods. In the development of these it should serve to use a
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combination of the principles of green chemistry and the biorefinery model as these two
paradigms function differently but can be used towards the same sustainable goal. In the
development of fuels which are not prone to being spilled the development of thixotropic
materials may serve as an interesting solution. The development of smart materials
should not be seen to be hindered by the parameters of the biorefinery model or the
principles of green chemistry, in fact they should serve to foster the development of
bioinspired materials for future generations.
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Chapter 5: A Sustainable Radiation Sensing Molecular Hydrogelator

5.0 Abstract
Molecular gelators offer themselves as value-added materials that can capitalize on
individual component functionalities to create multifunctional materials from simple
small amphiphilic molecules. By leveraging biocatalytic transformations and using
renewably resourced reagents the development of these gelators does not have to sacrifice
function or sustainability to afford versatile systems. The naturally occurring glucoside
and fluorophore esculin when coupled with a biogenic fatty acid forms a multifunctional
scintillating, or shining hydrogelator capable of exploiting each of the moiety’s
functionalities and self-assembling in solution. This molecule, when self-assembled in
water, congregates into higher order structures, namely fibrils and fibers, which afford
gels capable of responding smartly to radiation. These gels may thus be used to denote
the presence of radioactive species, allowing for the quantification of the radiation dosage
as a sensor. Here we demonstrate the first molecular gelator system that has been used to
recognize radiation, a task typically left up to inorganic and polymer species.
Exceedingly low gelator concentrations (<0.2 wt.%) responded linearly to dosages of
several types of radiation. These gelators were synthesized from facile reactions that
followed both the biorefinery model and the principles of green chemistry in a
sustainable manner. It is feasible that this gelator may be used in the creation of
sustainable radiation dosimeter badges or as additive in liquid scintillation counters due
to their versatile multifunctionality, and evident environmentally friendly synthesis and
chemical nature.
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5.0 Introduction
Esculin, a naturally occurring coumarinic 6-O-β-D-glucoside, is a highly versatile
molecule used in bacterial identification, for its anti-apoptotic effect, and as an additive in
liquid scintillation cocktails.184–186 Due to its varied applications, esculin has long been
the focus of scientific investigation on account of its enzymatic susceptibility, antioxidant activity and scintillating fluorescence
(figure

1).187–189

Despite

these

diverse

properties, this chemical has mostly been
used in its native form. It thus serves that a
series of functional materials may be derived
from this interesting molecule. Sugar fatty
acid esters represent one class of esculin
derivatives that have been the focus of
Figure 12 - Esculin's functions and applications.

enzymatic catalysis studies.

82–84

Molecular gelators represent a class of low molecular weight chemicals capable
of structuring liquids for a variety of applications.33 Capitalizing on the variety of
distinctive non-covalent forces, these systems self-assemble in various media to afford
higher order structures such as spheres or fibers which can grow to encompass the
volume of a liquid and entrap the solvent, structuring and immobilizing the solution into
a viscoelastic gelatinous phase.107,173 The advantage of the gel systems is their dual solidand liquid-like nature, which afford a high diffusivity, while having an infinite bulk
viscosity. Compared to polymeric gelators which often require between 10-15% by
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weight gelator, many molecular gelators structure liquids at exceedingly low
concentrations (<1% by weight) making their gels composite materials that can be mostly
solvent.180,190 In an effort to develop next-generation smart materials, molecular gels
present themselves as choice systems due to their relative simplicity, and diverse
functionality.
In the development of next-generation materials it has been noted that the tandem
consideration of economic, social, and environmental factors will provide for sustainable
systems capable of providing for livable future.9,20 The development of the principles of
green chemistry and the biorefinery model, two sustainable ideologies, provide the
materials scientist as series of eco-friendly design rules to develop robust and functional
systems which will not persist or cause harm to the environment.14 Therefore in
developing next-generation functional gelators, which are often synthesized following
traditional organic chemistry methods and not studied for degradation, these green
methodologies may be applied to both the consideration of the synthesis and product, two
areas that must be tackled together. As will be demonstrated, the development of
bioderived materials does not have to sacrifice function for sustainability, thereby helping
to usher in the next generation of materials that do not rely on petrochemical resources,
instead being synthesized from biomass, and using biocatalytic transformations.8 Just as
any good material is applied to tackle any array of problems handled by its physical,
chemical and biological properties sustainable gelators must find their niche by
presenting for use in successful applications.44,97,104
It need not be said that radioactivity, when used for the wrong purposes can effect
great tragedy, though when harnessed to benefit humanity, its applications are numerous
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and growing.191,192 Advances in diagnostics, therapeutics, and their combination to afford
theragnostics indicates applied efforts to utilize nonthreatening dosages of radioactive
systems.193,194 In exploiting radioactive species the continual monitoring for the presence
and dosage of radioactivity is of the utmost importance to clue in researchers and endusers alike on the safe usage of these systems. Common radiation sensing methods
include ionization counters such as Geiger counters, while other methods include
scintillation counters such as phosphor detectors or liquid scintillators, or particle track
devices such as cloud or spark chambers.195 Of interest to us here are liquid scintillation
counters, which are typically comprised of a ‘cocktail’, often a mixture of an aromatic
organic solvent, surfactant, and organic scintillant placed into a glass container and
adjacent to a photomultiplier tube capable of capturing the fluoresced light and counting
the response.60 These systems present themselves as candidates for improvement, as the
use of aromatic hydrocarbon solvents such as benzene or toluene should be mitigated due
to their volatility.196 Water, a wholly benign solvent, is an interesting and safe alternative
to aromatics, but it is inherently incompatible with many of the existing cocktail
ingredients despite being a versatile solvent in molecular gelation.102 The design of a
water compatible scintillator would thus improve the safety of these radiation-counting
systems along with their sustainability.
The fluorescence of an organic scintillator in response to radiation is similar to
fluorescence and excitation due to ultraviolet and visible light. Radiation, which may be
high-energy electromagnetic radiation (gamma rays) or particulate in nature (alpha and
beta-particles) excites electrons in the species’ molecular orbitals and the transition of the
electrons back to the ground state emits light which may be quantified to estimate the
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dose of imparted radiation. Molecule gelators, which often consist of unidirectionally
crystallized molecules, are prime candidates for this application, some systems even
demonstrate an aggregation enhanced fluorescence emission due the higher-order fiberlike structures.105
Herein we describe the synthesis and first reported characterization of a radiation
sensing small molecule gelator and gel capable of fluorescing in response to light and
radiation. Following a sustainable synthetic procedure does not preclude a
multifunctional material capable of responding smartly to different forms of energy,
temperature, and shear, making this system highly controllable and thus desirable for
application. The meso- and microstructure are probed to better understand the selfassembly of the gelator species in an effort to understand the relation of the important
non-covalent forces towards molecular congregation in water. This study may help
motivate researchers to follow the principles of green chemistry and the biorefinery
model in materials development in an attempt to provide for a livable future tomorrow.

5.1 Methods
Materials: Esculin hydrate and vinyl caprylate were purchased from Acros Organics.
Lipase acrylic resin from Candida Antarctica (≥5,000 U/g), recombinant, expressed in
Aspergillus niger was provided by Novozymes as Novozymes 435. Silica Gel (200-300
MESH), hexanes, ethyl acetate, methanol and acetone were purchased from
Thermofisher, and acetone used for reactions solvent was distilled over calcium chloride
before use.
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5.1.1 Esculin Caprylate Synthesis.
In a 500 mL screw-cap Erlenmeyer flask solid Novozyme 435 lipase catalyst (0.3 g/mmol
glucoside) was added to mixture of esculin hydrate (2.0 mmol, 0.680 g), caprylic acid
vinyl ester, or caprylic acid methyl ester (3:1 mmol acyl donor/glucoside ratio) in 50 mL
dried acetone. The reaction proceeded in an orbital shaker at 250 rpm, at heated to 50ºC.
The reaction was monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) with a 95% ethyl
acetate 5% methanol eluent and visualized using 5% sulfuric acid and gentle heating.
After 24 hours the bottom glucoside spot (Rf = 0) faded and a product spot (Rf = 0.4)
appeared indicating reaction completion. Before the solution is allowed to cool to room
temperature the enzymes are filtered out and rinsed with acetone until the washings show
no spots on TLC before they are air-dried and stored for reuse. Acetone is rotary
evaporated from the filtrate leaving behind a crude solid mixture of glucoside-ester
product (84% yield from vinyl ester, 24% yield from methyl ester). The solid mixture is
triturated thrice with 50 mL hexanes at 50ºC to remove the excess fatty acid or
derivatives from the opaque light green bulk solid. To remove trace elements of
unreacted sugar, ester or acids the product (0.85 g) is dissolved in 25 mL methanol, and
coated by evaporation onto 5.0 grams of silica gel or Celite before being spread onto a
short silica plug (40.0 grams). The column is eluted with 200 mL 1:1 ethyl acetatehexanes, and twice with 200 mL 95% ethyl acetate, 5% methanol and the solvent
evaporated from the second fraction via rotary evaporation to afford the pure fatty acid
glucoside ester product. Pure glucoside-ester was dissolved in deuterated solvent (20 mg
in 1 mL DMSO or CDCl3) and the solution is filtered through glass wool before
recording a spectrum on a 300 MHz Bruker 1H NMR Spectrometer.
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Esculin

Caprylate:

((2R,3S,4S,5R,6S)-3,4,5-trihydroxy-6-((7-hydroxy-2-oxo-2H-

chromen-6-yl)oxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)methyl octanoate, ATR-FTIR (neat) 3514
(m, vO-H), 3426 (m, vO-H), 3293 (br, vO-H), 2951 (m, sp3 νC-H2) 2922 (m, sp3 νC-H2),
2855 (m, sp3 νC-H2), 1740 (s, ester vC=O), 1711 (s, ketone, vC=O), 1264 (s, vC-O),
1065 (s, pyran vC-O). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25°C): δ 7.87 (d, 1H), 7.35 (s,
1H), 6.88 (s, 1H), 6.25 (d, 1H), 5.26 (d, 2H), 4.87 (s, 1H), 4.38 (d, 1H), 4.13 (s, 1H), 3.65
(s, 1H), 3.51-3.14 (m, 6H), 2.56 (m, 2H), 2.31 (s, 2H), 1.67-1.08 (m, 12H), 0.86 (m, 3H).
13

C-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25°C) 173.2 (C), 160.9 (C), 151.8 (C), 150.9 (C), 144.8

(C), 142.9 (C), 116.6 (CH), 114.5 (CH), 112.5 (CH), 111.1 (C), 103.6, 101.8 (CH), 76.2
(CH), 74.3 (CH), 73.6 (CH), 70.4, 63.7 (CH2), 34.0 (CH2), 31.5 (CH2), 28.9 (CH2), 28.8
(CH2), 24.9 (CH2), 22.5 (CH2), 14.3 (CH3) Elem. Anal. Calc. C: 59.22 H: 6.48, Found C:
57.35, H: 6.51

5.1.2 Preparation and Characterization of Molecular Gels.
Gel samples were prepared by adding the solid glassy glycoside solid (8.25, 16.5 and 33
mg) to deionized water (5 mL). The mixture is sealed and boiled to disperse the gelator.
The sol was then cooled to room temperature to allow for self-assembly and after a length
of time (between 5 to 15 minutes) the samples are inverted to confirm the presence of the
gel state. The efficacy of gel formation was examined by determining the minimum
gelation concentration (MGC) and gel-to-sol transition temperature (Tgel). Gel samples
were diluted with solvent until after setting and vial inversion a gel, partial gel, or sol was
formed. The gel transition temperature was determined by submersing a gel sample in an
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oil bath, and increasing the temperature until the gel flowed like a liquid sample,
indicating the disassembly of the gelator structure. Minimum gelation concentration was
determined beginning from a 1 wt. % sample or below the concentration of precipitation
for shorter chain samples, and diluting the samples until a sol is formed.

5.1.3 FT-IR Spectroscopic Gel and Gelator Characterization
The infrared spectra (FT-IR) of the bulk gelators and gel samples were measured using a
Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS 10 FT-IR Spectrometer with an ATR configuration
sampling between 4000-600 cm-1.

5.1.4 Microscopy of Organogel Samples
Gels were imaged using a fluorescence optical microscope at several excitation
wavelengths with and without a fluorescent dye. For scanning electron microscopy gel
samples were lyophilized and were coated with a thin layer of carbon before recording
images using a Zeiss Supra 55 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope. For
polarized light microscopy samples were gelled on microscope slides with and without a
lam and imaged using a heated stage and Leica Microscope to investigate the gelation
process.

5.1.5 Rheological Characterization of Gels
Dynamic rheological measurements were performed on a stress-controlled rheometer
(AR 2000 ex) with a cone and plate geometry (1° 58′ 47″ angle and 40 mm diameter with
a truncation gap of 45 μm). About 1 mL of gel was loaded onto the plate, and the cone
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was lowered to minimize the truncation gap. Precautions were taken to minimize shearinduced disruption of the gel network: before experiments samples were equilibrated
within the geometry for 10 minutes. Excess gel was trimmed away from the cone to
ensure optimal filling. Yield strain (σy) was examined for hydrogels (0.16, 0.33 and
0.66% by weight) by performing oscillatory strain sweep measurements from 0.01 to
100% deformation at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. Oscillatory frequency sweep
measurements were performed in the frequency domain of 0.01 - 10 Hz, with a constant
strain of 0.1%, which is within the linear viscoelastic regime of the sample. Experiments
were run at 30°C, above the melting point of coconut oil, and repeated twice for each
concentration.

5.1.6 Preparation of Gels and Gel Fibres for X-Ray Diffraction
Gel samples were deposited directly on a glass slide and spectra were recorded onto a
PANalytical X'Pert Pro Powder Diffraction X-Ray Diffractometer under a voltage of 40
kV, and a current of 40 mA, with a 1/4° incident slit width and Cu Kα X-rays, (λ= 1.54
Å). Small (1-10°) and Wide (5-45°) angle diffractograms were recorded for samples at
20°C. The raw data was processed in X’Pert High Score Plus where the determined
background was subtracted.

5.1.7 Scintillation Characterization
100 microliters of gel samples was placed in 900 microliters of water, pure water being
used as the control. 130 μCi of
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Zr were placed 2 mm away from the samples. The

samples photon flux was monitored with a 300 – 840 nm IVIS open filter.
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5.2 Results and Discussion
Gelator Synthesis and Characterization: The synthesis of esculin caprylate is performed
by coupling esculin, which may be extracted from plants,197 with an acyl donor, either
methyl caprylate or vinyl caprylate by a lipase mediated esterification reaction (figure
2).97 While methyl esters represent a sustainable source of acyl donor as they may be
derived from plant oils and waste,198 the much higher yields achieved with the vinyl ester
present two viable avenues for gelator synthesis.

Figure 13 - Synthetic Scheme for Esculin Caprylate synthesis

Gelator characterization was performed in an attempt to probe the non-covalent
hydrogen-bonding and van der Waals forces, which should serve to congregate the
gelator in solution. Surprisingly, unlike many gelator systems,158 varying the
concentration of gelator solutions did not reveal shifts in the hydrogen-bonding hydrogen
peaks, indicative of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Changing the temperature of the
solutions did on the other hand shift the glucose’s hydroxyl peaks in deuterated
dimethylsulfoxide solutions indicative of either intra- or intermolecular interactions
(figure 3). It is possible the high polarity of the solvent precludes the probing of
intermolecular gelator-gelator interactions in these mixtures, while changes in the
intramolecular gelator-gelator interactions are still present.
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Figure 14 - 1H NMR Spectroscopy of Esculin Caprylate solutions. Arrows indicate an upfield shift
corresponding to a decrease in hydrogen bonding.

Another method for probing the hydrogen-bonding of these systems is by
focusing on the location of spectral peaks in the infrared spectra.111 While not discernable
as either intra- or intermolecular hydrogen bonding, the presence of multiple peaks in the
broad absorption band (3000-3600 cm-1) indicates the presence of several distinct O-H
bond configurations (figure 4). There is no discernable difference between the IR spectra
of lyophilized gel fibers and composite gels, expected as the solid nature of the fibers
precludes hydrogen-bonding with the solvent.

Figure 15 - ATR-FTIR Spectrum of Esculin Caprylate

In probing the absorbance and fluorescence emission of ultraviolet-visible light it
is evident that by attaching a fatty acid tail to esculin’s primary hydroxyl group, little is
changed with regards to electronic nature (figure 5).
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The retention of electronic character is important in the development of a
functional scintillator, as modifying the electronic nature of the fluorophore might
diminish it’s sensing capability. Thus by conjugating the functional fatty acid to esculin
on the opposite side of the coumarin, the portion responsible for much of the molecules
light-responsive characteristics, it seem that this molecule should retain the scintillation
properties endowing it with multiple functionalities.186,189
By understanding the nature of the gelator molecules, it is useful in explaining
characteristics of the assembled systems. While the gelator was tested for gelation
capability in a variety of organic solvents, natural and synthetic oil, and mixtures, the

Figure 16 - Excitation (blue) and Emission (red) curves for esculin (left) and esculin caprylate
(right)

precarious balance of hydrophobicity, and hydrophilicity led to assembly in water
mixtures alone. These gels were thus characterized to allow for a deeper understanding of
this phenomenon.

5.2.1 Forced Degradation Reactions
In an attempt to emulate pharmaceutical companies, which go through painstaking efforts
to determine the possible degradation products of their compounds to best understand the
potential effects of their molecules on the environment, forced degradation reactions were
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performed to determine viable methods to safely degrade the gelator into predictable
component species.199 Common degradation reactions study the degradation of species by
acid, base, and oxidation, esculin caprylate presumably due to its antioxidant coumarin
esculetin, was stubbornly not oxidized by conventional means.200 The systems were
highly susceptible to both acid and base, and it was determined that a pH below 5, and a
pH above 8 were found to quickly degrade the gel systems. The products of the addition
of acid and base indicate esculin caprylates O-glycoside bonds are selectively susceptible
to base, only degrading the primary hydroxyl groups linkage to the fatty acid, while acid
degraded both this and lysed the secondary O-glucoside bond with the coumarin. This not
only indicates that these systems are designed for easy degradation towards known
products, but that control over the reagents provides one with the ability to selectively
form either fatty acid and esculin, or esculetin, fatty acid, and glucose with base and acid
respectively. While these methods are not yet common in materials chemistry it serves
that in the future the development of novel materials will come hand in hand with trusted
methods for easy and safe degradation of these materials.

Gel Characterization: Of the many ways to characterize gel systems two quantities stand
out as necessary to describe almost all gel systems: The temperature of the gel to solution
transition (Tgel) and minimum concentration of gelator required to jellify a liquid (MGC)
are two useful values for understanding how to form and reversibly change the phase of a
system, and the quantity of gelator required to form a gel. Esculin caprylate required
boiling the water solvent to disperse the gelator molecules, and it was seen that at
concentrations above 0.66 wt. % bulk precipitate often forms in addition to a dispersed
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gel network. When gel systems are allowed to cool slowly, in a warm oil bath fine
networks form, while when left out to cool in open air, gels form, but additionally some
gelator precipitates out. The minimum gelation concentration of esculin caprylate in
water was determined to be 0.11 wt. % by the vial inversion method, earning it the title of
supergelator.33
Of the numerous ways to determine the Tgel, both vial inversion and rheological
methods proved unsuccessful, as the boiling point of water was reached before the gel
transitioned phases. This is likely due to the gelator’s high melting point (177-179°C) and
indicates that temperature is not a viable method for reversibly changing the phase of
these gels.
To better understand the nature of
molecular arrangement X-ray diffraction
provides information on the intermolecular
spacing of gelator molecules. Unlike most
gelator systems, which exhibit a variety of
diffraction peaks, 0.66 wt. % esculin
caprylate gels demonstrated one small

Figure 17 - XRD Spectrum for E8 gel indicating a
predominantly unidirectional configuration of
gelator molecules and amorphous ordering.

angle peak indicative of the unidirectional
molecular packing (figure 6). Short-range ordering was evident at higher angles and may
be indicative of amorphous packing of the fatty acid tail. Notably absent were peaks
common in triglyceride systems due to crystalline fatty acid packing, highlighting that
despite the fatty acid congregates via van der Waals forces, this system does not mimic
fat in its crystallization. That was further evident via polarized optical microscopy, which
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shows that gelator fibers were not birefringent in the gel state, but demonstrated
birefringence when the fibers were dried and aggregated.

5.2.2 Rheological Characterization
Rheology is a versatile tool in the
understanding of how gels behave in
response to predetermined deformations.
As molecular gelators are comprised
mostly of liquid the exceedingly minute
solid

gelator

structures

are

fully

accountable for the solid-like behavior of

Figure 7 - Determination of linear viscoelastic
region and yield strain of gel to sol transitions of
esculin caprylate gels

gels. Similar to other molecular gelators, these gels exhibited a shear-thinning response,
known as thixotropy, which indicates that the gel is capable of being reformed after
deformations beyond it yield strength.107,176 The first step is to determine the yield
strength of these gels and in tandem the linear viscoelastic region, which represents the
location in which most rheological studies are performed. These results can be seen in
figure 7 probing the response to increasing strain for three gel concentrations (0.16, 0.33
and 0.66 wt.%).
The

three

gels

exhibited

an

expected increase in gel strength (G’
position)

with

an

increase

in

concentration. All three gels were seen to
exhibit yield strains above 10% strain, and

Figure 8 - Frequency sweeps of 0.33 wt. % Esculin
Caprylate gel at varying temperatures
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wide linear viscoelastic regions. Of interest were that each of the three gels exhibited
differently shaped curves suggesting that perhaps the structure of the gelator fibers at
different concentrations are in different arrangements or at the least that they demonstrate
a different rheological profile. Repeated experiments showed these characteristics are
found for samples regardless of slow or quick gel formation.
Frequency sweeps were determined for the gels within their linear viscoelastic
region and demonstrated phenomenon common to molecular gels (figure 8). Specifically,
an increase in G’ and G’’ can be see with an increase in frequency of the deformation
which as been noted as a product of the junction nodes between fibers.176 Of note is that
the nature of the system does not change in response to a change in temperature,
exhibiting similarly increasing profiles over the sweep, though an decrease in temperature
affords an expected increase in G’.
The thixotropic response of the
gels is probed by running the same
experiment in figure 6 in series. By
breaking the structural integrity of the gel,
and allowing it to reform under little to no
strain the strength of the gel can be seen to
rise very quickly given the subsequent

Figure 9 - Determination of thixotropic response
by a series of strain sweep curves for a 0.16 wt. %
Esculin caprylate gel

increase of the strain (figure 9). This indicates that the gel fibers are breaking and
reforming in solution to allow for the constant restructuring of a gel. This also indicated a
reversible transition between the solid and liquid phase much in a similar manner to how
temperature allows for this same transition. As different parameters emerge for
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controlling the nature of these gels they arise as not merely functional in their ability to
form gels, but multifunctional in their self-healing capabilities, arguable capable of being
liquid or solid at the experimenter’s will.
Lastly, one phenomenon of these
systems explicable by their metastability is
that E8 gel systems shrink over time. In the
process of compacting, likely to a more
three-dimensional crystalline form, these
gels expel excess liquid and essentially for
more

concentrated

gel

systems.

This

Figure 10 - Gel aging representing an increase
in gel stregnth over time

phenomenon was studied over the course of one month by recording time sweeps of the
gels. Run at low frequency and low strain, these experiments demonstrate not only is
there a marked increase in gel strength with it’s decrease in volume over time, but also a
slight increase in the gel strength over the progression of the time study (figure 10). This
may be due to a strengthening of the gel as it is packed into place by the constant
deformations.

5.2.3 Microscopic Characterization
To provide for a better understanding of the nature of these fibers, optical microscopy
allows for a chance to look at the microstructure of the gelator aggregates. Sample
preparation is an important factor to understand when studying any system. To best
image E8 gels 0.33 wt. % systems were dried in open air, and lyophilized to provide
different contexts with which to view the fibers. The lyophilized systems show a series of
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fibers in a network like patter with fiber sizes about 1-2 micron thick (figure 10 left). Airdried fibers were seen almost to be stretched under a sheet, likely an artifact of the
preparation process (figure 11 right). Nonetheless, this image also indicated how these
fibers might aggregate in a gel, as there seems to be a bundle of fibers in a cord like
fashion spanning the image.

Figure 11 - Scanning electron microscopy images of lyophilized (left) and air dried (right) esculin
caprylate gels

Radiation Sensing – The following experiments were conducted by Travis Shaffer
in the Grimm Lab at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in part of collaboration.
To study the photophysical properties of the esculin gelator radiation sensing
experiments were conducted to determine the fluorescent response of the self-assembled
gels to different radiation types. Specifically isotopes used in positron emission
tomography (PET) imaging were selected including
and

89

zirconium,

18

fluorine,

68

gallium,

99m

technicium. These isotopes act as gamma emitters (Zr and Tc) and position

emitters (F and Ga). The emitted particles and radiation serve to excite the scintillator’s
electrons, in this case esculin, which then relax to the ground state and release photons in
a predictable and quantifiable manner.
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This
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Figure 12 - Luminosity of E8 Gel Sample
compared to water solvent

to that of water, and as evident in figure 12 an increase in photon flux can be seen.
Though the enhancement is not too great compared to that of the water, other isotopes
can be tested to determine the best compatibility of emitter and fluorophore.
To this effect, gallium-68 is used as
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Figure 14 Luminescent response to a fluorine
isotope as different gel concentrations (uM)
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to this isotope reaching higher enhancements at lower wavelengths. In pairing an isotope
with this gelator for practical application it thus serves to select the sample with the
highest enhancement, though one must be careful to weigh this alongside the half-life of
the isotope, which is another important factor. Here the half-life of fluorine is on the
order of hours (1.8 h) and gallium is that of days (3.3 d).
Lastly metastable technicium-99 was used to determine the viability of the esculin
gel as a gamma scintillator and a similar response can be seen to that of the positron
emitters in figure 14. There again is the increase in luminescence with an increase in gel
concentration, and thus this gelator and composite gel can be seen to be a versatile stimuli
response system capable of acting as a fluorophore to detect not only the presence, but
also the concentration of the radioactive species. It can thus be demonstrated that by
fashioning a device, which collects the light from this system, you could begin to fashion
a radiation counter.

Figure 15 – Luminescence of 60
microCuries of 99m-Tc per well with
gel samples (0.33 wt. %) left to right
1, 10, 50, 100 L
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5.3 Conclusion
It can thus be seen that multifunctional stimuli responsive molecular gelators and their
gels can be fashioned from renewable materials and applied towards real world problems.
By tailoring a gelator system to combine both the structurant and the functional moiety
we bridge the principles of green chemistry with those of green engineering by
developing functionally complex yet structurally simple systems. The application of these
devices towards a wide array of luminescence projects due to their ability to sense all
three types of radiation both particulate and electromagnetic makes them a strong
candidate to consider when selecting components for scintillation counting, or
radioisotope imaging. While small gelation concentration ranges, and short wavelength
absorption and emission windows are indicative of this first generation system, by vetting
the wide array of functional molecules, specifically glucosides there is the possibility to
create systems specific to any desired application. Hopefully the next generation of
scintillators will be renewably sourced to provide for sustainable and functional systems.
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Chapter 6: Novel Oil Processing Techniques: Spherification
6.0 Abstract
Beyond the development of novel materials, there often exist many ways in which these
materials may be structured or formed to yield products for a variety of different
applications. In following nature to create biomimicking materials of various uses, many
can be gleaned from natural application as well as tuning them to anthropogenic needs
that arise. In working with soft molecular gels, one area of interest that directly links
design and application is the niche field of molecular gastronomy which generates
fanciful gels, foams, and more to delight the palate in an ‘avant-garde’ approach to
cuisine. Borrowing methods from molecular gastronomists, specifically spherification (a
method to generate macroparticle spheres of gels) the use of these versatile gelators may
be fully exploited. Other techniques leveraging microfluidic devices can create similar
spheres but on a much smaller scale. While there are a host of hydrogelators,
organogelators capable of gelating edible oils prove to be an exciting new area for
gastronomists enabling them to form stable ‘oil caviar’ or pearls of oil for eating or even
one day drug discovery (owing to their ability to encapsulate hydrophobic drugs).
Serving to link the materials laboratory and kitchen may result in novel materials, though
it remains utterly important that these materials are rigorously studied as to prevent the
happenstance of failures such as trans-fats and Olestra. Surely by building materials from
natural building blocks, the task becomes not only easier, but can lead to biocompatible
products in the case of gelators comprised mostly of healthful oils, and exceedingly small
amounts of gelator.
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6.0 Introduction
Just as oils may be processed in a fashion to remove deleterious products from them, oil
processing may cover the inclusion of functional materials to create value-added oil
products.201,202 From an applied materials perspective it serves to note that many
advanced materials may be designed for specific applications, yet unfortunately in
developing novel materials with unforeseen properties there is much creative work to be
done. In working with molecular gels which often work best in simple binary and ternary
solutions it might be said that they are not cut out for the complex formulations that
surround us today, but that would be limiting their achievements to alter the phase of a
variety of solvents. The trick to determining the best use of hydro- and organogels is to
look beyond the conventional, as molecular gels are an unconventional approach to
structuring liquids.
Of the most fundamental applications for gelation of edible liquids is as food.117
Beyond the wealth of activities we engage in, eating is of the utmost importance as a
basic need. As molecular gelators can be designed to be biocompatible, themselves being
derived from constituents of food, they present as interesting ways to structure oils for
interesting effect.123
The advent of ‘avant-garde’ cuisine, more commonly known as molecular
gastronomy, took place not more than a few decades ago but has rapidly grown to entice
and excite the palates of many.45 This blending of science and food creates dishes that
serve to delight the senses. A trademark recipe in molecular gastronomy is the
gelification of water solutions with calcium alginate forming hydrogels of a variety of
sauces and juices.203 These methods called ‘spherification’ form balls of liquid under a
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thin skin of gel, which closely resemble caviar. Methods to form gelled drops of water
and oil solutions have been studied in the literature though both these methods employ
alginate, a polymeric gelator as the gelant.203,204 In an effort to develop fully gelled oil
caviar for eating and potential medical application molecular gelators present themselves
as prime candidates. While much work is still to be done to determine the food safety of
the nanocrystalline gels this work should serve as a proof of concept for the spherification
of edible hydrophobic liquids. As Unilever first developed spherification in the early
1950’s as a drug delivery method, these oil gels are explored as potential carriers of
hydrophobic drugs. Oil present themselves as exploitable hydrophobic solvents, and
when processed with functional surfactants, may even serve to include hydrophilic
actives.205
While the name spherification seemingly refers to the creation of spheres, the
techniques currently used in molecular gastronomy are fundamentally different than the
methods described below. The thin calcium-alginate skins that form around liquid solvent
are mostly comprised of one phase, while gelled spheres discussed below are another. It
should serve that our work expands the meaning of spherification, which refers mainly to
the shape of the product, rather than it’s phase.
Thus it can be seen that spherification, while a delight to the senses, is a
functional method for processing oils. Perhaps as the oil refining becomes less focused on
separating out chemicals into simpler mixtures, and more so on the inclusion of
functional additives this technique will grow beyond the niche restaurant and reach the
tables of homes all over the world. For sure in the development of reliable spherification
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methods will be the advent of functional molecular gelators capable of structuring any
variety of oils, in an effort to capture and enhance the essence of their nutrition.206
While millimeter sized spheres may be a low hanging fruit as they directly
resemble natural spherical systems such as caviars and oilseeds, modern processing
techniques open up a realm of microsystems via microfluidic devices which allow for the
development of gastronomical and perhaps even medical creations just barely visible to
the human eye.207,208 While the composition of these macro- and microspheres may be
largely the same, the reduction in size comes hand in hand with an increase in surface
area potentially giving these microspheres increased activity in the release of dissolved
substituents, or easier digestion.209,210 While the general method of creating these spheres
by capitalizing on the incompatibility of oil and water phases, the mechanics of creating
flow-focused microspheres is a touch more inspired, not to mention precise.211 Practically
there is much to do before such microspheres would be scaled up to meet consumer need
though stacking plates of devices with the inscribed channels is a possibility.
Nonetheless, the ability to tailor the size and distribution of these particles over several
orders of magnitude surely opens these technologies up to a wide range of applications.
Big or small, pure oil, or a mixture, oil spheres coupled with the applications
mentioned in the previous chapters serve to represent a holistic study of not just material
design, but also a fundamental understanding of the processing that comes after the fact.
When these two aspects are married and the chemist/engineer has a true appreciation for
multiple elements of their novel product it can be seen that winning solutions to
nutritional, medical, and personal care quandaries are not far away.
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6.1 Materials and Methods
Gelators were synthesized following the aforementioned sustainable procedures in
chapters 3 (raspberry ketone glucoside caprylate) and chapter 5 (esculin caprylate). Oils
(Olive Oil, Coconut Oil) were purchased from Trader Joes and used without further
purification. Curcumin, Alizarin, and Lawsone were purchased from TCI Chemicals.
Ethanol (190 Proof) was purchased from Thermofisher.
For microspheres, raspberry ketone glucoside oil gels of olive and canola oil were
used in low concentrations (0.5 wt. %). A buffer solution of 2.0% sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) from Thermofisher is used for the aqueous phase. Microfluidic devices are made
by using a silicon mask and casting polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) over the print.212 The
device once constructed is washed with a polyethylene glycol solution to coat the inside
of the channels with a hydrophilic surface.213

6.1.1 Oil Spherification
A hot solution of raspberry ketone glucoside caprylate gelator (40 mg for transparent
spheres, 80 mg for translucent spheres) and solvent (2 mL oil) is prepared and added drop
wise from a heated pipette to a tall and thin graduated cylinder of chilled ethanol.
Afterwards the ethanol is poured out leaving behind small spheres (2-3 mm diameter).
The excess ethanol is drained away from the spheres and they are left to dry.
For water spheres esculin caprylate (16.5 mg) is dissolved in water (5mL) the
boiling solution is dripped into a tall thin cylinder of cold olive oil. The spheres are
allowed to rest for five minutes in their bath before the oil is drained away and the
spheres recovered.
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6.1.2 Polarized Optical Microscopy
Gels were aged over the course of several weeks in open air. Gelled spheres were applied
directly to slides and sandwiched with a lam for imaging. Micrographs were recorded on
a Leica 250 DFC optical microscope with a polarization filter.

6.1.3 Oil Microspheres
Two syringes, one with an aqueous SDS solution and the other with a molecular gel of
olive or canola oil, are loaded onto Harvard Apparatus variable speed syringe pumps, and
run at a 10:1 rate (uL/min) at rates below 25 uL/min for the aqueous solution. The device
is imaged directly underneath a Leica optical microscope equipped with a video camera
attached to a computer.
After the desired rates are reached, the system is allowed to run for one hour to
allow for a steady state. Formed oil drops are collected and imaged separately under a
polarized light microscope to verify if they are gels or liquid oil.

6.2 Results and Discussion
Spherification of Oils: To determine the best conditions for the spherification of oil, a
variety of circumstances were investigated. Firstly the choice of antisolvent for the bath
was varied for oil spheres between water-ethanol mixtures, to ethanol and isopropanol
while in the end chilled ethanol offered the best results: individual oil spheres. Due to the
low density of the oil droplets would sit on the surface of most water mixtures, while
ethanol, despite miscibility with oil proved to be the choice solvent. Oil droplets quickly
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formed spheres, which rested at the bottom of the ethanol, filled container and did not
coalesce. Ethanol was chosen over isopropanol, as it is food safe.
For hydrospheres (water gel spheres) olive oil was determined to be a viable
antisolvent for gelation, though the ‘spheres’ were notably oblong due to a weaker
internal gel structure. Esculin caprylate hydrospheres coalesced much quicker than the oil
spheres, indicating that the finicky crystalline gels may not be choice for spherification.
Another

parameter

that

was

examined was the concentration of the
gelator in solution. While raspberry
ketone glucoside caprylate (R8) formed
strong oleogels below even 1%, this is as
a result of the slow cooling process. It
was found that higher concentrations of

Figure 1 – R8 Spheres formed with Olive Oil

the gels (2 wt. % for transparent and 4 wt. % for translucent) were necessary to form
stable spheres, which remained stable in air over a period of two to four weeks before the
gelator began to aggregate. Other gelators including mannitol dicaprylate, sorbitol
dicaprylate and the polymeric gelator ethyl cellulose were examined for their capacity to
gel oil under this method, but they all formed coalesced masses instead of distinct
spheres.
Because of the quick change in temperature, the oil goes from >100 °C to 0 °C in
seconds it is likely that the gels more precipitate than crystallize leading to slightly
weaker gels necessitating higher gelator concentrations.
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Oil spheres are stored in water, ethanol and in open air to find that they aggregate
and coalesce into a gelatinous mass over the course of days. The weaker the gel the
sooner the spheres come together, indicating that higher gelator concentration is
necessary not only for sphere formation, but for high oil binding.
In addition to binary mixtures of gelator and solvent, additives were examined for
the gelator’s ability to successfully spherificate ternary mixtures. Curcumin, alizarin, and
lawsone were all chose due to their hydrophobic nature making them good candidates for
solubilization in the oils. As molecular gelation is a process of crystallization the
presence of solutes may greatly affect the ability for these systems to form spheres.
Therefor it was promising to find that all three systems formed clear though colored
spheres in olive, which retained their shape over
time, eventually forming aggregates. Curcumin was
chosen to represent hydrophobic drugs, while
alizarin and lawsone, two dyes represent the
potential for these systems to be used as bases for
inks.

Figure 2 - Purpurin olive oil gel spheres
(4 wt. % gelator)

Lastly in an effort to understand the effect of
oil on the preparation of these spheres coconut oil
was chosen as the solvent. The resultant spheres
were completely opaque compared to their olive oil
counterparts

and

held

their

shape

without

coalescence up to one month. Purpurin, another
natural dye, was used as an additive in the

Figure 3- Coconut Oil Spheres with
Purpurin Dye (2 wt. %)
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preparation of these spheres and can be seen in figure 2. Their opacity may be attributed
to the freezing of coconut oil M.P. ~25 °C which as it warmed to room temperature
remained.
In an effort to form robust gels, which do not coalesce the effect of the
temperature bath, will be investigated. Perhaps by slow cooling these systems the spheres
will not aggregate as easily. Additionally, as theses spheres form gelatinous masses on
their own, it may serve to indicate self-healing capability. While not unheard of this has
yet to be demonstrated for these fatty acid sugar derivatives and may prove very
promising in the development of smart materials from molecular gels.

6.2.1 Optical Microscopy of Aged Oil Spheres
Interestingly, by leaving oil spheres out in open air they provided some of the nicest
crystals for imaging, and elucidating the aggregation of gelator into fiber like congregates
over time (figure 4).

Figure 4- Polarized Optical Microscopy Images of gelator aggregates after 6 weeks (left) and 4
weeks (right) The scale bar is appropriate for both images.

The birefringent nature of the crystalline aggregates is evident in both samples, which
highlights the anisotropic arrangement of gelator molecules in three dimensions. Evident
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in viewing the large solid structures at six weeks, compared to thin clusters at four weeks
is the continued growth and congregation of molecules in a directed fashion to afford
crystalline growth. It seems to indicate that while on short time scales unidirectional
epitaxial growth is favored by the molecules, three dimensional structures for over longer
periods of time, likely due to the metastability of the gelator structures. As gel spheres
stored in sealed containers took longer to aggregate (between 2-4 weeks longer) it serves
that oxygen-poor environments may be one method with which to prevent aggregation.
This may stem from the gelator’s surface-active nature, discussed in gel aging in chapter
3, and may serve as a method for preserving these structures. Nonetheless, as any good
chef knows if these spheres were ever to become a part of a meal, they would best be
served fresh.

6.2.2 Oil Microspheres
Oil microspheres ~300 um in diameter and
just viable to the naked eye were generated
by flow focusing drops of oil in a
continuous

stream

of

aqueous

salt

solution. The surfactant used was present
to modify the surface tension of the
solution and create stability of the drops in
water once they had been formed. Drops

Figure 5 – Microspheres from oil in water

were stored for up to two weeks with little to breakage or loss, though when exposed to
the atmosphere and water evaporated, the spheres quickly collected into an oil puddle.
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Original attempts to use pure PDMS as the material for the device were met with the oil
drops sticking to the device as seen in figure 5.
In an effort to create an environment in which the oil spheres are not drawn to the
surface of the device, but rather uniquely suspended in the solution, the plastic was

Figure 6 – Microsphere formation via flow focusing in PEGylated PDMS device

coated with a hydrophilic polyethylene glycol polymer, as the methyl residues at the end
of the PDMS are unsatisfactorily hydrophobic. As evident in figure 6 this allowed for a
flow of these particles through the center of the channel, and no obstruction of the device
as was found with those used in figure 5. It can be seen that in this case the oil does not
in fact come into contact with the hole in the decide, instead a stream of water jackets the
oil at all times reducing drag and any chance of the microsphere coming into contact with
another sphere.

6.3 Conclusions
These studies while diverse in nature represent the investigation of molecular gelators
and their potential application. In an effort to develop novel applications for these
systems a broad approach is being taken to develop proof of concept materials for food
materials, medical materials and more. Moreover by studying the variety of functional
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glucosides when derived to form gelators it serves to further our knowledge of how the
structure of these systems affects the function (namely gelation). By having better control
over these materials it will be inherently easier to match system to applications as they
will be designed from the bottom up.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
7.0 Conclusions
The work comprised herein serves to focus on the synthesis, and characterization of an
array of molecular gelators and their composite gels in applications from a
physicochemical perspective. The use of enzymes to mediate the sustainable synthesis of
these two sugar alkanoates serves to step forward the number and variety of functional
materials available to us, which may be derived using non-aqueous heterogeneous
biocatalysis in an effort to design systems which may rapidly degrade through a backreaction in aqueous environments. Towards developing safe, efficient, and reliable means
with which to control the resultant gels, mainly temperature and shear, along with
electromagnetic radiation for the hydrogelator, these have been used to propose useful
applications for these value-added chemicals. The answer to the question of how to
design sustainable materials is answered in part, if only because the answer to how to
design sustainable systems is in many ways an answer that will perpetually be just
beyond our reach with the constantly evolving social, economic, and environmental
factors which govern sustainability. Nonetheless, by combining the principles of green
chemistry and following the biorefinery model the development of green materials can
follow benign and effectual processes while affording nontoxic and efficacious products.
Surely as new biological materials are made readily available from biomass they will
serve as building blocks for the next generation of programmable and degradable material
systems capable of answering our complex needs. Furthermore, in the burgeoning
renaissance of protein design, these systems may serve as the next generation of benign
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catalysts to allow for untold chemical reactions hitherto unaccomplished in safe solvents
and an efficient manner to overshadow harsh chemical syntheses.
This future work, much like the attempts made in this thesis will no doubt be
highly interdisciplinary combining the physical and life sciences with engineering to
meet needs discussed and mediated in the humanities. Only through collaboration and a
breadth of knowledge will scientists, engineers, and social scientists alike be capable of
tackling the evident problems of today, but furthermore, those unseen for tomorrow.
As depicted in the previous chapters, molecular gelation is an interesting
phenomenon that can be harnessed to create a range of functional products. While
explanations for the occurrence of this phenomenon are still only on the tips of
researcher’s tongues, the wealth of research into a vast array of systems is bound to yield
fundamental and practical results in the years to come. While no doubt the sustainable
design of these systems will help to serve to elicit the nature of molecular and
macromolecular gelation evident in biological systems, there is hope that this work may
be as far reaching as a being able to answer such questions in topics such as the origin of
life.214 Certainly the understanding of phenomena which aggregates molecules into a
wide variety of three-dimensional structures is likely a balance of the non-covalent forces
which govern intermolecular interactions, just as we have begun to shy away from
polymers with their strong and persistent covalent bonds, perhaps elucidating the
importance of such non-covalent bonds will arrive hand-in-hand with the development of
systems designed for degradation as touched upon above. Surely the subtlety of these
interactions will prove difficulty to study, but their relevance and ubiquity in any system
indicates their level of importance. Just as the molecules themselves play a large role in
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the phenomenon of gelation, so to do the invisible forces between them. It may well serve
that unlocking the potential behind these intermolecular forces may help answer a range
of problems in biology, chemical physics, and engineering. Perhaps in the future chemists
will come to pride their control over these forces just as synthetic chemists derive a sense
of accomplishment from learning to control the covalent bonding of carbon atoms.
As it seems that gelation capability arises from the mixing and juxtaposition of
different non-covalent forces, it serves that simple gelators will be comprised of separate
units to capitalize on these interactions. Furthermore, as achieved in this thesis, the
addition of functional units, such as phenol derivatives and beyond, in an effort to make
multifunctional molecular gelators capable of activity beyond simple gelation will
perhaps become common in molecular gelator design. Just as the complexity of journal
articles grow to encompass multivariate experiments and hypotheses, in the future the
synthesis and application of these systems may not serve to quench the intellectual thirst
of the academic community. Surely as our knowledge and capabilities grow, work being
done on these systems will grow to encompass a wide variety of physical, chemical, and
biological properties of these gelators, and it will serve the next generation of materials
chemists to think broadly in their study of these systems.
While it is still not wholly popular to view any chemical context from a
sustainable lens, as it can be seen that there is a small yet growing population concerned
with these matters the issue to bound to grasp hold with the rising concern of climate
change, and the depletion of fossil fuel resources. It is self-promoting to think that in the
future people will look back to early work being done to afford a sustainable future, but
nonetheless it is hopeful that there will be such a future where they may look back. While
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not discussed beyond the context of the literature, efforts made during my time at City
College to develop educational materials relevant, sufficient, and interesting to the next
generation of chemists and beyond represent my beliefs that all our research efforts are
for naught be it not for the development of avenues with which we can educate those
unlearned to understand and appreciate our efforts. While our peers may have little
interest in the betterment of tomorrow, no doubt those who have grown up bombarded by
the realities of past generation’s decisions will take a vested interest in not only their
future, but the future of their children and importantly the children they can not even
begin to imagine.
In conclusion, the work here may serve to inspire not only the passionate
development of sustainable systems, but also high versatile and functional materials
capable of meeting the needs our diverse human society while not risking the longevity of
our species, but as importantly, the species we coexist with. The combination of applied
research and basic science should serve to indicate that by using biobased materials it is
wholly possible to develop smart materials while probing the function of nature’s diverse
structures. While these systems will no doubt look simplistic and menial decades from
now, they currently represent the forefront of applied materials research and serve to step
forward the knowledge of chemistry, even if only with a mere sustainable footprint.
For the future student reviewing these pages to glean practical lessons from the
text it may serve to quickly highlight the use and utility of the experiments covered
within this thesis. The lofty goal of linking structure and function still truly the moonshot,
it can be seen that traditional spectroscopic and microscopy techniques lend themselves
well to the supramolecular study of such systems. While the synthesis and
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characterization of the gelator may be seen as somewhat trivial today, in fact is was
designed as such, the study of any mixture presents its difficulties. After creating
composite gels from solvents and gelators there presented itself the full-bodied task of
preparing these exceeding dilute samples for study with instruments geared towards
inorganic substrates, and thus much care was taken to understand the nature of the change
of these systems before, but both during and even after study. Nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy proved useful in investigating the hydrogen-bonding interactions
of the gelators, and X-ray powder diffraction in laying the groundwork not only for the
indirect impact of the acyl-chain’s van der Waal’s forces, but also the overall structure of
the nanostructured assembly. Circular dichroism proved insightful alongside atomic force
microscopy into determining the chiral nature of the assembled species, and polarized
optical and scanning electron microscopy shed both light and electrons on the shape and
nature of these species, their being birefringent, and fibrillar. This along with rheology,
standard for gels, comprises the bulk of the studies performed on all of the gelators,
though there of course is always another experiment to be done.

7.1 Future Work
The work undertaken in this thesis while wholly representative of the work done during
my time in the John’s Lab is not a complete record of all my efforts. From here though, it
can be seen there are a host of other experiments, which would serve to complete the
study of these two gelators, and provide an even more complete picture of their
capabilities. Notably, to better understand the effect structure has on gelation capability,
stepwise derivatives to bridge the structural gap between the two gelators would serve to
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highlight the importance of functional groups on and their role in gelation. While this
thesis focused on the role of naturally occurring sugar glucosides and touched upon the
variation of the acyl donor tail length, there are a variety of other glucosides that would
lend themselves to this work. Undocumented here, but wholly interesting nonetheless, are
experiments that could be done to probe a mechanistic understanding of molecular
gelation, with small molecule viscosity sensors, or other probes. There is of course the
interesting question which remains to be asked and answered of whether or not these
gelators have any functional antioxidant activity in their solid gelled state, as the
precursor molecules have. Assays to determine their antioxidant activity and new
methods to assess those of the composite gels may prove interesting in their application
to edible oils and storage of hydrophobic/hydrophilic species. Furthering this idea, there
are a host of additional chemical tests to determine sensing capabilities, which could be
done, notably for metal ion interactions and the possible use of these species are reagents
in the development of coordination polymer and metallogels. Additionally, completely
unaddressed by this work is the biochemical activity of these species, be it the toxicity or
healthfulness. Both whole cell, and in vitro studies should be done to assess the safety of
these species, which would allow for their use in food systems, and additionally,
cosmetics and more.
Lastly, as figure 1.7 suggests there are a variety of yet undiscovered gelators and
self-assembling systems that may be predicted not necessarily according to their
structure, but more their ability to capitalize on different non-covalent forces. It is
obvious that this work can serve to inspire a wealth of basic science research, while also
providing avenues for much applied materials research. Hopefully it has served to
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educate the reader on an interesting, and increasingly relevant topic, but furthermore
inspire you with regards to your own science, whatever field or branch that may be, as
everything is truly one discipline when one view it with an open mind.
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